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The. Appalachian Region
September 30, 198
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What Is
Appalachia?

Appalachia, as defiried in ,the lecislation from
which the Appalachian Rejional Commission
derives its authority, is a 195,000square-mile region
that follows the spine of the Appalachian Mountains
from southern New York to northern: Mississippi.lt
includes all of West Virginia and parts of twelve other
states: Alabama, Georgia, Kentucky;Maryland; Mis-
sissippi, New York, {`lath-Ciriolinp, Ohio, Pennsyl--1
Vania, South Carolin4Tennmei5 and Virginia.



Preface
Each year theAppalachianRegional.Commission

has submitted to the President and Congress. as
required by law, an annual report on its fiscal
activities, expenditures and accomplishments. This
year the Commission is adding to the annual report
a summary, of the entire record of ARC's 16 years.
Last year's ciariplative '15.year history has been
updated to cover the changes that occurred in fiscal
year 1980. so that this report constitutes a compre
hensive history of ARC to the present date.

Part I describes, prdgram by progrim, the plart_.,
that ARC has followed in attempting to revitalize the
Region s economic and social development. Part II
-vArnnec fiscal 1Q80 The report as a whole
attempts to descritie how the Appalachian program
has evolved over the years. how program priorities
have changed in response to changing regional and
national conditions, and what challenges remain to
be met if the Commission,is to achieve its ultimate
goal of a healthy. thriving economy that is capable of
contributing its fair.share to the nation's economy.

BEST nnpy ilifv..;pnl
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The New River bridge in Fayette County, West
Virginia, completed in 1977, is tle? largest single

road nrojet t of the Appalachian Development
Highway System.
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Part I

Highlights of 16 Years'



2

History of
I

the-
Region

Appalachiapalachia is a region of contradictions. Even
the adjectives so often used to describe it are
paradoxical: rich yet poor; exploited yet
underdeveloped; scarred yet bedutiful. To
understand this paradox it is first necessary to delve
a bit into Appalachia's history and the nature of its
people. Only then is it 13ossible to understand the
socioeconomic evolution that led to its national
emergence as "a pocket of poverty" in the richest
nation in the world and, ultimately. to an experiment
in government called the Appalachian Regional
Development Progranf

AppalachiaThe Place
The Appalachian Region, as defined by .the

Appalachian Regional Development Act (ARDA) es
amended, includes all of West Virginia and part of
New York, Pennsylvania, Maryland, Virginia, Ohio,
Kentucky, Tennessee, North and South Carolina,
Georgia, Alabama and Mississippi. It incorporates
397 counties in the 13 states, covers -a total of
195,000 square miles and has a current population
of over 20 million. . .

Iti topography is one of rollirig hills and high
plateaus, to the north and east; sharply rising
mountains and deep, narrow valleys in'the central
portion, and mare rolling hills dropping off to plains
to the south.

Appalachia is a land rich in natural resources.
Eight of the 13 states have coal deposits estimated
at 113.3 trillion short tons. Natural gas and deposits
of many other minerals are among its other natural
resources. Much of the Region is heavily forested;
Appalachian ha. dwoods are famous throughout the
country. Water is generally abundant. Vetdant in
summer, the Region's higher altitudes accumulate
enough snow in winter to attract year round tourism.
Few other regions in the country, if any, are so richly
endowed.

Thrust up between the heavily populated,

ti ti 1 2.
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Hindman, Kentucky, is located in the heart of Central Appalachia.

. industrial East toaSt and the thriving Midwest,
Appalachia, with abundant resources and a prime
geographic location, theoretically should have
benefited richly by doing business with its neighbors
on both sides. ki reality, however, Appalachia existed
for generations as a region apart, isolated physically
and culturally by its impenetrable mountains.

How it Came About
From the time the first wave of pioneers

challenged the mountains in the early 17th century
until the Industrial Revolution hit America, the
Region remained largely unchanged. The westward
bound who decided to stay in the mountains did so

IP^

because the rugged hills suited their need for "elbow
room"; the game and small patches of tillable land
provided ample sustenance. Attracted by theself
sufficiency of mountain life, they settled in tiny
hollows and long narrow valleys. Here they weren t
answerable to any government or hemmed in by too
many people too close at- hand.

Neither the revolt against England nor the Civil
War managed to change their lives significantly.
While many fought the war for independence, few
sought active roles in the new family of stptes. Leger,
when the states chose up sides for the tifWar, so
did the mountain peoplebut with some
unexpected results.



Appalachians, hie the rest of the people In the
country, were divided in their allegiance, some
sympathetic to the North. others to the South.
Slavery was not, ho.yever, the root cause for the
division between the highjands on the one hand and
the lowlands to the east and west of the mountain
chain, on the other. r.either was it the pnme cause
for such moves as Vvest Virginia s breaking away
from Virginia to see!, separate status as a state.
/Although the concept of slavery was alien to fhe
nature of the mountaineer, the real basis for the
schism was socioeconomic, and political. The
mountains it +posed an economy of scarcity and a
hardy lifestyle that nurtured independence and
aversion to rules and regulations. The result was an
economic. political and social structure vastly
ditrerent Crum the interdependent and relatively
prosperous society of the flatlands.

It wasn t until the Industrial Revolution in the late
1800s that Appalachia began to undergo significant

socioeconomic change. And the reason was coal.
Although coal had long been known to exist in the
Region (it had in fact been used by Indians before
the white man arrived), its extensive usP as a source
of energy started only after the Civil War. With the
coming of the Industrial sRevolution, coal became
the fuel that fired ttie furnaces of the nation.

Unfortunately, the mountain people didn't realize
the implications of their mineral wealth. Many sold
their land and,'or mineral rights for pennies an acre
to "outsiders." Unsophisticated in the ways of the
new industrial society, Appalachians became not
the entrepreneurs but the laborers.

The mines were welcomed nonetheless, for the
population, though widely scattered, had outgrown
the food. supply. Mining coal was a needed
alternative to squeezing a km iy from the depleted
land.

Coal quickly became a major industry,
particularly in the Central Appalachian mountains.

Miners - e ready to board shuttle cars for the trip into the Holton Mine of
um Westmoreland Coal_Company in Big-Stone Gap, Vilginia.
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But because the industry was so sensitive to
fluctuations in the national economy, it also quickly
.developed a boom-and bust cycle. Most of the
industry was controlled by "outside" interests, as
well, so that little of the profit rernained in the Region.
When oil flooded the America :marketplace in the
1950s, displacing, coal as the nation's primary
source of energy, Appalachia found itself faced with
the prospect of a prolonged economic "bust:.

Although coal was integral to the regional
economy, Appalachia was t economically
homogeneous throughout. Ther were differences
enough to give the subregions of orthem, Central
and Southern Appalachia ea h a different
economic character. When the coal industry
appeared to bottom out in the 1950s, the resuta
might not have been so devastating had it not been
for simultaneous downturns in other segments of
the.overall regional economy.

In the Bullitt preparation plant of the Westmoreland Coal Company in Big
Stone Gap, coal is being washed and separated into various sizes.
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Central Appalachia (the rich coal fields of
tuckysouthem West Virginia, southwestern

Viania and eastern Tennessee) was hardest hit by
the switch from coal to oil because of its unique
dependence upon mining. The most rugged, hard-
to-reach part of the Region, Central Appalachia had
never been able to build the ecunomic diversity
needed to withstand periodic downturns in its major
industry. As a consequence, when oil overtook the
market, Central Appalachia's economy plummeted.

At the same time, Northern Appalachia began to
feel the full impact of its economy s failure to keep
pace with changing times and technologies. The
New York, Pennsylvania, Maryland, Ohio and West
Virginia counties that make up Northem Appalachia
had for years produced capital goods for the
industrialized Northeast. Capital goods production
(heavy machinery, tools, etc.), along with such
intermediate industries as steel and, to a lesser
degree, coal, were the major components of the
subregional economy. ,c.2

However, by the 1950s, the manufac \urers were
no longer competitive with newer capital goods
producers in other parts of the nation. Botti steel and
:coal production were down, too.; Reduced
production in all three areascapital govds, steel
and coal7 paralyzed the railroads which had grown
up in support of them. The economic decline in
Northern Appalachia, plus the tantalizing prospects
of cheaper nonunion labor and a more moderate
climate, caused more and more potential investors
to favor the South.

Southern Appalachia (north Georgia, Alabama,
Mississippi, western North and South Carolina and
parts of Tennessee and Virginia), on the other hand,
had long depended upon agriculture as the
r iinstay of its subregional economy. Agriculture,
however, had grown increasingly marginal until it,
too, slipped into senous decline. The combination
of foreign competition and decreased demand
slowed textile production, which was Southern
Appalachia's other important industry.

So coal alone was not responsible for the
economic depression that beset the RegionRather,
it was the coal "bust in combination with significant
and concurrent downturns in all major segments of

23
't

the subregional economies that plunged
Appalachia into so prolonged and devastating a
decline.

And there was the one factor that strapped the
economy of the entire Region; isolation. The same
narrow twisting roads that limited Appalachians
social and cultural horizons and Cieir access to
education, health care and other vital services, also
dispuraged new industrial development of any
kind.

The states, their modest treasuries drained by
unemployrgent and enormous deficits in human

services, could barely afford to repair the roads
pitted and broken by heavy coal trucks,

The Interstate Highway System that was to lir.k the
nation coast to coast skirted Appalachia in favor of
connecting more densely populated urban areas.
To add insult to injury, the states couldn't affoid to
build those Interstates which did cross the Region.
The costmany times the national permile
averagewas well beyond the states means.
Railroads were on the decline nationwide, and
commercial air service, growing rapidly almbst
everywhere else, skipped over the Region,

By 1960, it looked as if oil sounded the death
knell for coal and, in doing so, had doowed
Appalachia to an economic depression from which
it might never recover.

The Plight in 1960
Any attempt to describe the plight of Appalachia

in the year 1960 falls short of the human reality.
Tfiere are, of course, statistics. Only 8.7 percent of
the families in the Region had incomes over $10,000
compared to 15.6 percent for the rest of the natiQn.

t Per capita income was 35 percent lowers-in
Appalachia. About one-third of its population lived
below the level of poverty.

During Ihe 1950s, 'mining and agriculture in
Appalachia had released half of their combined
work forces-614.00Q people. Recorded unem
ployrnept was 7.1 percent (5 percent for the rest of
the nation): But the figures did not tell the whole
story. Somethihg calledThidden unemployment"
people so long without work and others so
disr,Jutaged by the lack of opportunity that neither

BEST COPY AVAILILE
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Long, narrow valleys like this one in Dickenson
County, Virginia, helped isolate the Region from
neighboring states to the east and west.

group sought jobseffectively increased the
number of unemployed to an estimated 700,000

Poverty ran deeper than any unemployment rate
could reflect, however. it touched every aspect of
human existence. In 1960 barely one-third of all
Appalachian adults had completed high school
(one-half for the rest of the nation); only five out of
every 100 adults had completed college (eight per
100 for the rest of the nation).

'2.alth indicators placed the Region a decade,
perhaps even further, behind e accepted level of
health care. Infant mortality rrca 'call)/ exceeded
the national average. Appalachia ad far fewer
doctors perpita than the rest of the ountry, and



these doctors were concentrated in the Region s few
urban areas. That left the rural residents-,the vast
majonty of Appalachia s 16 million peoplewith
little or no access to professional medical care.

Peopleamong them many of the best
educated, most skilled( the young and the able
bodiedhad left the Region in large numbers, To
many who joined the exodus, cities like Toledo and
Detroit meant survival but not contentment. While
many did find work and a new life, others found city
life alien, unwelcon ling. They were genera Central
Appalachians. proud mountain people wbose
environmental and cultural hentage made. them
oddities in an urban setting.

This was Appalachia in 1960, a year when the rest
of the nation v.ras enjoying remarkable prosperity
and growth. Fortunately, it also was the year that
Amenca came face to face with the poverty it didn't
kncw existed in a place it had ignored for
generations.

The Turning Point
Despite two gc iernment studies (one as early as

1902 and another in 1935) on the Region's
increasingly precarious economy, despite the
individual efforts of Appalachian governors,
Congressmen and other officials, the Region had
never been able to stimulate the outside support
needed to generate workable sqlutions to its
growing problems. When Appalachia did finally
capture the nation's attention. it happened almost
by accident.

In 1960. tl4c Presidential hopefuls waged an
intense campaign in West Virginia. The national
television and press that followed the campaign into
the mountains gave America its first intimate look at
widespread poverty in the richest nation in the world.

Their interest piqued. the press delved deeper,
and it .:.00n became apparent that West Virginia was
not alone. The same conditions prevailed in parts of
Kentucky, Tennessee, Pennsylvania and several
other states which sharfed a common piece of
geography called Appalachia.

Recognizing the strength of numbers, the
Appalachian governors united under the banner of
Appalachia and, in 1961, released an updated
report on the Region's problems, Under the

- tj
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leadership of Appalachian representatives, notably
West Virginia Senator Jennings Randolph, the
Congress exercised increasing pressure fur national
action. Touched by whit he had seen personally
dui. ,_1 his campaign and prompted by the
Appalachian governors and Congressmen.
President Kennedy appointed the President's
Appalachian Regional Commission (PARC) to
assess the Region's problems and to recommend
ways to solve tho-Se problems.

Following an intensive investigation of the
Region's socioeconomic conditions, PARC
submitted its final report and recommendatioi is to
the President in early 1964. Both the legislative and

11:
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executive branches acted quickly Usingthe,PARC
report as its guide, Congress translated the
Commission's recommendations into legislation
creating the first large-scale. regional economic
development program ever undertaken jointly 13y
the states involved and the federal government

In March of 1965, less than a year after PARC
submitted its report, President Johnson signed the
original Appalachian Regional Development Act. Its
was an historic occasion marking the beginning of
an experiment in gpvemment that has, in 16 years.
established a standard IlizrZegional economic
development based upon assured participation at
all levels of government.

.

President Lyndon Johnson signs the Appalachian Regiona ' evelopment Act in March h65. Directly
behind the President stands Senator Jennings Randolph oft esi.Virginia, one of ARC'S foupding fatbets.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Population, Income
nd Employment

anges

The Appalachia the PARC examined in 1964 is in
many ways different from the Region of 1980. While
significant disparities do still exist between the
Region and the nation, the past 16 years reflect an
increasing number of positive changes, among
them the reversal of the outmigration trend
prevalent dunng the 1950s and 1960s.

Population. In the 1950 60 decade, the Region lost
one eighth of its population by outmigration to other
areas. While population growth in Appalachia was
only one fifth the national rate between 1960 and
1970, the Region gained 490,000 people, based
upon a natural increase of 1.6 million and net
outmigration of 1.1 million. In the 1970s, miggation
reversed to a net inmigration of nearly 1.1 million,
Mule natural increase dropped to about 945,000,
producing a total population growth four times that
of the 1960s.

The Region's final 1980 Census population was
20234.335. a gain' of 2,017,378 since 1970. The
Appalachian population growth in this decade was
the largest of any recent decade; the rate of growth

I percent) was Just under the national rate of
11.4 percent.

Among the subregions. Southern Appalachia has
had the largest growth of population in eachdecade,
accelerating from 10 percent gain in the 1960s to
nearly 19 percent in the 1970s. Northern
Appalachia. with the largest total p9pulation, had the
slowest growth, only 0.3 percent in the 1960s, and 4
percent in the past decade. Central Appalachia lost
7 percent in the 19,60s, but reversed to the highest
growth rate, 21 percent, in the 1970s. The shift in
components is,,twwn in the table at right.

BEST COPY AVAITuLE
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The Ferro Manufacturing Company is located in an ARC-funded industrial park in Pikeville, Tennessee.

Table I
Estimated Components of Percentage Shift in Population Changes,

Appalachian Region and United States, 1979-80 and 1960-70

Growth Appalachian Region United States
Component 197480 1960.70 1970-80 ' 196470

Natural Increase 5.2% 9.0% 6.9% 11.6%

Net Migration 5.9 -6.2 4.5 1.8

Total Change 11.1% 2.8% 11.4% 13.4%

ti s:j



In recent years, the Appalachian birth rate has
been lower, and the death rate higher, than the
national average. Appalachian net migration almost
precisely reversed, with the in migration of the 1970s
estimated (on a preliminary basis) as only about
40,000 less than the total estimated number of
ouirnigrants in the 1960s (on a net basis).

f

Income. Appalachian per capita total personal
income increased from 78 percent of the national
average in 1965 to 84 percent in 1979_(the latest
year for which county figures are available). Central
Appalachia, the subregion with the lowest per capita
personal income level, expenenced the most rapid
increasefrom 52 to 71 percent of the U.S. average
over the thirteen years, while Southern Appalachian
per capita personal income increased from 73 to 81
percent of the national level. Northern Appalachia,
the subregion with the highest per capita personal
income level, posted only a marginal gainfrom 87
to 89 percent of the national average.

A sharp decline in poverty population has
accompanied this relative rise of incomes, from 31
percent of the household population in 1960 to
approximately 15 percent in 1976, a drop in
absolute number from 5.4 to 2.8 million persons.
Despite this improvement, which affected all
subregions, Central Appalachia s poverty levels
were estimated at over twice the national average in
1976, and the Region contained some of the
nation s largest pockets of poverty.

Employment and Unemployment. In 1980, the
average civilian unemployment in the Region
jumped to 8.4 percent from its 1979 level of 6.5
percent, an increase almost half again as much as
the national change from 5.8 percent in 1979 to 7.1
percent in 1980. There were 733,000 unemployed
persons in Appalachiaover 9.8 percent of the
nation's total, althoUgh the Region's population was
only 8.9 percent of the nation's. Employment
actually dropped by about 50,000 in Appalachia
between 1979 and 1980, while nationally it rose by
only 325,000. The drop in Appalachian
.employment is the first since the major recession, (I

Asa

year 1975, when the national total fell by 1.15 million
from the preceding year and Appalachian
employment dropped by 173,000 (from 1974 to
1975).

Between 1979 and 1980, all Appalachian state
areas and subregions had increasing unemploy
ment rates, among county groups, Central
Appalachian metropolitan counties and Southern
Appalachian urban and rural counties worsened
most rapidly. Metropolitan counties in the Region
had unemployment rates below 8 percent (only 7
percent in ,Southern Appalachia), while Central
Appalachian rural counties averaged over 10
percent.

The average Appalachian unemployment rate in
1980 wads higher than that of 44 states, only six
states equaled or exceeded it, of which three were
Appalachian. West Virginia, Alabama and Ohio (the
non Appalachian states were Michigan, Alaska and
Indiana).

The unemployment situation in 1979 and 1980
was intensified by the number of coalminers out of
work. Appalachia's proportior, of total U.S. coal
production began to decrease in the early 1970s
and continues to decline. Even though coal pro-
duction in the Region has risen (it was approximatel}
427 million tons in 1979, the highest in many years),
unemployment in some coalfield areas, especially in
West Virginia, Kentucky and Ohio, has increased.
This increase may be related to the closing of
smaller, less productive mines and to the higher
productivity of strip mine operations, which produc. 2
much more coal per man day than underground
operations.,

Over the longer term, Appalachian unemploy-
ment rates since 1965 have been higher than the
nation's except for three years in the early 70s (.1972,
1973 and 1974). From the recession year 1975 to
the present, Appalachian unemployment rates have
been higher than the nation's, with a widening gap
since 1978. Between 1974 and 1977 Northern
Appalachian unemployment rates were the highest
in the Region, but Central Appalachia has again
experienced higher unemployment rates beginning
in 1978. Southern Appalachia has consistently had
the lowest unemployment rates in both good years
and bad.

7

The sensitivity of the Appalachian Region to
changes in national economic conditions is due to a
number of causes which are the subject of current
research into the Appalachian economic structure.
Many local economies in the Appalachian Region
are highly dependent upon one industry or a few
basic industries. Some of the indUstries
concentrated in the Region (coal mining, primary
metals, textile, apparel, andin Northern
Appalachia glass and clay industries) are under
going structural changes and are subject to swing's
in employment and production depending up
a variety of external factors. In addition,
recent years of high national unemployment (1975
and 1980) there has been a surge of population into
the Region, particularly into Central Appalachia,
which apparently included a significant number of
retumees. These people have come chiefly from
centers in the north central region of the nation,
where industries have been most affected by
downtums (steel, automobiles, heavy machinery
and metal fabricating) and where considerable
numbers of Appalachians had previously migrated.

Overview. The regionwide improvements in
population growth, per capita income and poverty
levels since 1965 reflect generally improving
economic conditions in Appalachia. However, these
indices of change and the less encouraging
unemployment picture also clearly point out that
while some parts of the Region have improved
significantly, measured against the nation, other
parts still lag behind, making progress at a slower
rate than either the P.agion as a whole or the rest of
the country

30
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Structure of
the Commission

When the Appalachian Regional Commission
and the Appalachian program were created and
funded in 1965, both were new and untried
concepts. There was no existing model for the
Commissions federal,'state partnership, no similar
program that, integrated such elements as
highways. educatibn and housing into a program, in
the words of the 1965 Appalachian Regional
Development Act, to assist the region in meeting its
special, problems, to promote its economic
development, and to establish a frameork for joint
Federal and State efforts toward providing the basic
facilities essential to its growth and attacking its
common needs on a coordinated and concerted
regional basis."

This new regional commission and program were
recognized as an experiment from the outset. In the
years that followed passage of the original Act, the
Congress was to refer repeatedly to ARC's
experimental nature. A 1967 Senate report on ARC
continuation legislation, for example, cited it as "our
most recent experiment in government."

The report said, "The Appalachian Regional
Commission . . . broke new ground in structuring
relationships between and among the Federal
Government, State governments, local govern.
ments, and individual citizens and private business..

. This program is the embodiment of a new
approach in intergovernmental relations, best
expressed in the concept of creative federalism ...
As it was conceived and established, it is an equal
partnership between the States and the Federal
Government."

The Commission, like the programs for which ibis
responsible, has evolved with experience, however.
In its efforts to achieve that creative federalism,- the
Commission has made changes that ultimately
resulted in the strong state/federal partnership
which exists today.

ri
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The February 24, 1981, meeting of the Appalachian Ifigicill41,Commission.,

The, Decision-Making Body
--- Congress realized that PARC's recommendation

for a federal/state partnership was the key to the
eventual success of the regional program. So ARC
was established by law with a membership
composed of the governor of each participating
state and a federal representative appointed by the
President. The federal representative serves as the
federal cochairman, with the state members
electing one of their number to serve as states'
cochairman.

The original legislation stipulated that all
Commission action would require the vote of a
majority of the states and the federal cochairman.
Stat_ members were to represent both their
individual and collective interests, while the federal
cochairman was to bring to the table the federal
specifically the administration'sposition. Th rough
interaction among the members and this voting
procedure, the Commission would be able to blend
state and federal interests into a regional program.

The , intent was. to put_ the decisionmaking
responsibility into the hands of those ultimately
responsible for carrying out the decisions, thereby
heightening the 'chances for a full commitment of all
possible resources, toward achieving agreedupon
regional goals.

The ARDA of 1965 gave each govemor the
option of naming a person (altemate) to represent
him 'on the Commission: Early in the program, the
governors opted for that choice,, electing to- send
their alternates to participate in regular policy
sessions. Nearly a decade later in 1975, after a
careful review of the process, the- Congress
arhended the legislation to refine the process. Over
the years both time and changes within ,state
administrations had altered perceptions of t.be
program on the state levels. While the Ap la ian

govemors voiced strong support for AR , few
participated personally in the decisionmaking
process. Critics, in fact, noted that in some states the
program had been relegated to officials who did not

, . i r") :a., A.,..
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have the authonty to initiate or to agree to the types
of decisions that sustained the vitality and regionality
of the program.

In its official report on the amendments passed in
1975, the Senate Committee on Environment and
Public Works (then the Senate Committee on Public
Works) stated that "these amendments are to insure
the Governors' control and participation in
Commission decision making." The amendments
stipulated that only the governor could serve as a
state member of the Commission, although he
could appoint a single altemate from his cabinet or
persoyal staff. A quorum of governors (seven) was
deemed necessary for certain specific actions, an
alternate member could not be counted in
establishment of a .quorum, but an altemate could
vote in the presence of a quorum.

Those actions which would require a quorum of
govemors were. all policy matters, ARC Code
changes. allocation of funds among the states,
approval of state or subregional plans.

Even before these amendments became law, the
Appalachian govemors had begun to play much
more active roles in the ,prodfam, including

_ attending a number of quorum-sessions. Since
1975 the Commission has met with a quorum of
govemors present two to four times annually. Not
only have the governors and thefedera I cochairman
personally decided all policy matters as stipulated by
the amendments, but as a group they have
exercised their considerable collective political
influence to shape national policies and federal
regulations that impact upon Appalachia.

In addition, the govemors have initiated a series of
conferences to address regional issues and, in
doing so, have greatly broadened and strengthened
local participation in ARCs decision-making
process. The conferences have addressed vital
subjects such as regional economic development
and balanced growth, the children of Appalachia.
coal production and energy and health care.

Largely through direct sponsorship of the
!

ARC Executive Director Henry H. Krevor addresses the.March 1981 locatdeualopment district conference.
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governors, the Commission t.as been 'able to
attract the foremost authorities in each area, top
administrative officials and 'representatives. of
business and industry to participate in the
conferenceg: along with key state and local officials
and interested citizens from throughout the
Region. The interaction of the conference
participants and their consensus on key issues
have been used by the Commission to guide its
policies.

The 1975 amendments also*reaffirmed the roles
of the executive director and the ARC staff. In
accordance with PARC's recommendations, the
Commission over its first decade had operattd with
an executive director, and professionar staff
intended as an independent nonpartisan group of
experts providing support and technical
information. The 1975 amendments, in effect,
insured beyond any doubt the full independence of
the executive direct(); and the ARC staff to develop
policy and programmatic recommendations based
upon their best professional judgments. The
Senate Public Works Committee report on the
1975 amendments contained the following
specific language on this matter:

. . . The executive director is to be the chief
administrative officer of the Commissiori staff.
There must be one individual clearly responsible to
the Commission for the day today operations of a
staff whOse duty is to implement Commission
decisions. The Commission staff must be distinct
in its functions and responsibilities and free to
provide impartial, objective judgments and to
advise the members of the Commission on
matters affecting policies, operations and
procedures. The Congress designed the staff al an
independent group of experts to provide impartial
and technical inforniation and make
recommendations to the Commission based upon
such data. It must not be unduly, influenced by
either partner if it is to serve the Commission in the
development of unified Federal-state policies to
solve the problems of the Appalachian Region.",

Finally, the Senate committee report also
addressed the role of a states Washingtonbased
representative. Although the original legislation
was sileneon the subject, the states had; at the firAf
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Commission meeting rn 1965, appointed such a
representative. As the Senate report noted, policy
responsibility 1:?egan to shift away from the
Commission table to the "executive committee"

443.'where the votes were cast by the federal
cochairman and the states' Washington
representatie, who, in the absence of
gubernatorial participation, cast the states' votes.
Although a member of the committee, the
txecutive director had no vote.

The Senate committee report on the 1975
only mandated gubernatorial
specific policy actions, it

amendments not
participation in

The evolution of the Commission over these past
15 years clearly illustrates the farsightedness of
PARC, which cnginated the notion of a federal,'state
partnership, and the Congress, which translated that
notion. into a workable union.

LDDs
The 1964 PARC report also recognized the

likelihood that the Commission would have. to
addreSs itself to establishing and/or strengthening
the capacity of local areas to deal with economic
development, therefore, PARC suggested the
possibility of creating local development districts as

Robert Shepherd, executive director, addresses a meeting of North Carolina's Land-of-Sky Regional
Council. Mayor Roy Trantham of Asheville, seated beside Mr. Shepherd, is the LDD board chairman.

quest& -ed the need for, and the role of, the
executive committee. If the Commission did
decide that such a committee xas necessary, the
Senate report stated that only a governor serving
as the states' cochairman (or a group of governors)
could cast the states' vote in any, such committee.

Noting that while the states might want to
maintain a small staff at ARC headquarters for the
purposes of continuity and advice, the report stated,
it is contrary to the intent of this Act to delegate to
such staff any policy formulation, program
management, or staff supervisory authority."

4.)

substate planning and development agencies. and
the legislation creating ARC provided for the
creation and support of such districts.

Appalachia had (and still has) a plethora of small
jurisdictions that range from tiny unincorporated
places to small towns and cities. Unfortunately, few
of these jurisdictions had the planning capacity or
the grantsmanship expertise to pursue either private
or public investments successfully. Where this
expertise did exist, the Region's long history of
competition among towns and counties inhibited
their ability to work together to enhance their

chances of success. Instead each town vied with its
neighbors for jobs, state and federal dollars and any
new business investments, often to the detriment of
all involved.

So, following PARC's notion that each state must
determine if it wanted LDDsand if so, what form
they would take and what role they would playthe
Commission endorsed the idea and left each state
to pursue the LDD idea in the manner of its (inn
choosing.

Today. Appalachia has 69 LDDs that incorporate
all 397 counties in all 13 states (see map op page
72):Funded in part by ARC, the LDDs take a yanety
of forms nonprofit organizations, 'regional
planning corporations, councils of governments
according to the desigh of each state. By whatever
name they are called, all share the same general
functions, including building the capacity for
areawide economic development and ,the
development expertise needed to impleMent these
plans through specific investment programs.

These LDDs form a very essential link between
the people dire:11y affected by ARC projects and
those who make both state and regional policies.
The LDDs, each servir.g several counties that share
common economic potentials and problems,
provide the local input that PARC considered the
foundation for lasting change in the Region.

Each of the 69 LDDs Operates under the direction
of a board of directors composed of a majority of
local elected offluals, plus community business and
labor leaders, and other private citizens Each i las a
professional staff responsible for developing
areawide pl5ns and implementing .areawide
development strategies and specific projects, based
upon the policy outlined by the boaids.

Inteiaaor, among the LDDs also is important to
the growth of the Appalachian program. Annual
LDD conferences, Commissiu conferences and
the exchange of ideas via the ARC staff (which
provides. at thc states request, direct technical
assistance. to the distncts) are ways in which the
local development districts share Mutually
beneficial expenences and information.

o
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The Process .

The process that allows the federal government,
individual states and the LDDs to operate in concert
is the Appalachian development planning process.
Planning takes place on all three levelsregional,
state and district. The regional plan, which is
composed of several documents, articulates
regional problems and potentials, establishes
regional goals and objectives and sets forth a long.
range development strategy for the Region.

At the next level. each state prepares a state
Appal chian development plan which sets forth
state ppalachia-n goal's, objectives and Investment
strat gies within the framework of the regional plan.
Finally. the districts follow the same pattern,
identifying districtwide problems and potentials,
establishing goals, objectives and an investment
strategy.

Each state plan is revised annually based upon
achievements and changing pnonties, so that the
entire planning process regional, state and
districtis an ongoing process.

Once the weakest link in the planning chain, most
LDDs now have the planning and development
expertise to fulfill the basic planning function. All of
the distrkcts have developed. or are in the process of
developing, areawide action programs (AAPs),
which. in essence, are long range multiyear
development plans. Among ARCs top priorities is to
continue to assist the LDDs ,o build their planning
at id develupment expertise to insure en e.?en greater
measure of local participation in the overall
decisionmaking process.

Research, Evaluation and
Support for LDDs

An integral and unifying aspect of tilt. overall
Appalachian program is its research, evaluatioriand
LDD support program. Funds devoted to these
activities cros3 program lines. guide institutional
development. strengthen local participation,
enhance the planning process at all levels and
generate the data and information input for regional
pnonty setting and decision making.

This program breaks down into four categories.
LDD support, Commission research, state research

37

and technical assistance, the latter provided from
the states' single allocation (each state receives an
allocation of ARC funds for area development and
technical assistance), and evaluation.

LDD Support.* key recipient of ARC technical
assistance monies is the LDD. As the districts have
grown in numbers- and responsibility, ARC has
Increased LDD planning and adlninistrative funding
from $890,000 in 1966 to $5.8 million in FY 1980.
Today the ability of the 69 LDDs to offer technical
assistance to their constituent governments is a
major factor in helping these governments benefit

11

role and responsibilities in strengthening the
federal/state partnership. The amendments called
for preparation of areawide action programs (AAPs)
to provide one coordinated process and basic
document to.be.used by as many federal, state and
local agencies as possible as the basis for their
program funding decisions.

The COmmiss,ion,is committed to encouraging
continued growth of the districts and to insuring that
they will continue to increase in stature in their
overall planning and development capabilities, and
in the I&el of their participation in the regional
decisionmaking process.

4 je

Manning guidance iron, the Land-of-Sky LDDpas .iseential to cre
reenters' Market. °

from ARC prZ7grams. Appalachian development
planning by the states has increasing drawn upon
dlstnct resources and plans. ARC, the states and
their local constituencies call upon the LDDs for
technical assistance in public finance, management
and planning and for general program activities.

In 1975, ARC s legislative amendments
recognized the growmg importance of the local
development district system to the overall success
of the program and clearly articulated the distriCts'

ion of the successful Asheville

Commission Research. To assure that the
Commission's research program continually
focuss upon priority regional issues and concerns,
ARC prepares an annual research prospectus. This
prospectus sets forth the priority research issues
within the major Commission program areas. These
priorities tlien serve as the basis for the development
of specific research, demonstration and technical
assistance proiects.

33
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In the early years of the proyram, the research
tackled the most obvious and pressing of problems.
However, as the Commission has matured, it has
refined the selection process based upon its own
growing expenence. The conferences and public
meetings that have been held in increasing

numbers in recent years have also.become a prime
vehicle for identifying issues at the grass roots level.

A major component of ARC's Commission
research program is regional_analysisi- providing
and analyzing social and economic Information on
the Region, .and assessing tile need for additional

Urbanized Area Cluster
Spartanburg. South Carolina

bu atm... u component. of the CINy.
thiMed111,60Mfed 0
ID Plowpl..r town., led to the .11r+re byID,

1
to I,. .1,

a .

O." IA& rat

The ARC settlement patterns study identifies clusters of population (see figure, RIGHT) on the fringes of
smaller cities and towns, like the outlying houses depicted around Frostburg, Maryland (ABOVE).

.
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Commission services.'In FY 1980, for example, the
Commission announced the preliminary resJIts of a
.settlement patterns study that showed where small
clusters of population, and fringes of population
around smaller cities and towns, were settling
units too small to be readily identified by the Census
counts but large enough to be important
considerations for governments and utilities that
must supply facilities and services to these citizens.

The Commission also conducts research into
program areas designed to guide ARC policy
decisions, to discover where current needs are
greatest, where new initiatives are needed, where
ARC funds can be used to greatest advantage to
supplement other federal as well as state, local arid
private funds. Past research projects on such
subjects as coal haul roads, airline deregulation,
solid waste management and natural hazards have
helped set ARC priorities and guided r. ogram
investments. One program area in which research is
particularly important is energy and environment.
Specific priorities here include the use and
production of Appalachian coal. especially in the
export market, energy conservation, rail
deregulation and its effect, and agricature and
forestry marketing.

State Technical Assistance. Research and
Demonstration. Each state also ;engages
technical assistance, research and demonstration
projects designed to address practical problems in
program areas such as health. community

,development and transportation. In addition, ARC
funds demonstratioato inuease capabilities at the
state, substate and local levels in programs related
to creating new employment and to increasing the
income potential of citizens of the Region.

This program gives the states the particular
advantage of setting priorities according to Their
respective needs and thus encourages innovation.
Many recent examples can be cited to illustrate how
the latitude allowed the states in the use of these
technical assistance, research arid demontration
monies has resulted in a wide variety of new and
innovative =approaches to problem solving. For
example, eastern Kentucky has a multicounty
tounsm program designed to bring together into a



,1191t ,LAJper Snot 019,11111Attur 1 the separate
ado, rties of public and pnvate tourism interests

In Appalachian Mississippi. an ARC grant .is
.entered on enhancing the area's ability to obtain
arid Lreate job opportunities Cities and counties are
recto, ig technical assistance to strengthen thee-
enterprise development efforts. existing industries
are getting specialized technical assistance for
particulai problems. and the Agriculture and
Industrial Board is being assisted in attracting new
r iJu.)tr les One focus LA the project Is on developing
alttrriativt energy supplies for industry

Sevtral lightl\ populated and financially poor
s.'r4 n la ri iour.tain counties are receiving a grant to
triable their governing bodies to employ a qualified
',Lift person to Larry out administrative decisions for

jely purl time government officials and to
undertake grants management and development
planning The project is aimed at demonstrating
that such a position more than pays for itself by
inIrn-wing rinQprnment Pff iciPnry Maryland and
South Carolina are also engaged in demonstrations
that will improve the management capabilities of
small units of local government.

In addition to research projects related to
program activities. ARC funds technical assistance
designed to improve and strengthen the
development planning process in the Appalachian
state offices In FY 80 a new policy was approved
bnngincj together in each state in a single
consolidated work program the state planning.

evaluation and program development activities.
With responsibility for these activities focused in the
state offices. the states will be better able to develop
the staff and services needed to carry out the
objectives of the ARC program.

Evaluation. Evaluation has always been and
ont,nues to be a high ARC priority. Consistent

efforts have been made recently to add
cohesiveness to evaluation and monitoring
activities both at the Commission and the state
levels The process of selecting these activities is
similar to the Commission's research process:
priorities are determined jointly by the states and the
Commission

Under a new policy that brings together

evaluation planning and program development
activities. evaluation is becoming an integral part of
project management throughout the Commission.
State evaluation personnel are making valuable
contributions toward increasing the efficiency and
effectiveness of ARC programs. On-going data
collection systems have been developed to measure
progress and identify problems. For example,
Alabama. Virginia and Pennsylvania are developing
information systems using the latest technology to
track. analyze and evaluate federal funds flowing
into the states. Kentucky has recently completed
evaluations of its health and education problems.
and Mississippi has concentrated much effort on
child development. In both of the latter states. the
evaluations have led to better program
administration and have reduced obstacles to
effective service delivery.

Overall Commission evaluation priorities for the
future are comprehensive evaluations of housing

13

and enterprise development, and identification and
assessment of unique and innovative demonstra-
tion projects. These activities will help the
Commission make better decisions in these two
program areas and will give wider circulation to
information about those of ARC s demonstration
projects that are especially worth duplicating
elsewhere.

The Commission recognizes that the
federal;state partnership must carry over to
monitonng program activities, and that a successful
monitonng effort necessanly involves both partners.
Through workshops, meetings and informal
discussion. the Commission has developed a viable
system for working with the administenng federal
and state agencies and the LDDs to monitor
program performance. This sometimes informal
network has reduced duplication of effort and will
eventually prove cost effective.

ARC-sponsored conferences such as the 1979 conference on energy and health care have allowed the
public to play a greater role in shaping Commission policies and activities. Depicted ABOVE: The panel on
unconventional sources of energy and energy conservation.
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Transportation
Development activity in Appalachia cannot

proceed . until the regional isolation has been
overcome. Its cities and towns, !ts areas of natural
wealth and its areas of recreational and industrial
potential must be penetrated by a transportation
network which provides access to-and from the rest
of the nation and within the Region itself. No analysis ,
of the regional problem has failed to identify the
histonc and persisting barrier-effect of its mountain-
chains as a primary factor in Appalachian under-
development. The Commission recommends a mix
of investment and timing which gives the single
problem of access a double priority of emphasis.".

That statement from the 1964 report of the
President Appalachian Regional Commission has
remained bast,. to ARCs program over the past 15
years. It was challenged by some who sought a
quick fix solution to the problems of Appalachia. It

was questioned by some who pointed out that a
whole generation of children would be grown long
before the highways could be planned and built.

But year after year, the Commissionwith
Congressional and Presidential supportheld to
the tenet that no lasting improvement in the Region
would be possible without the highway system. The
original legislation authorized 2.350 corridor miles.
That number was increased to a total of 3,025 over
the next 15 years as corridors in Alabama,
Mississippi, South Carolina and New York were
added to the original nine-state system, and
additional miles were required to meet new
environmental or developmental needs.

At its first meeting on May 12, 1965, the
Commission approved the first 992 miles of the
system, including 87 miles of quick-start projects.
Less than- two-months later, on July 6, construction
of the- development highway system actually began,
with giound,-.breaking ceremonies in Isom, near
Whitesburg, Kentucky, and Salem, West Virginia. A
few days later, on July 14, the rest of the system was
approved by ARC.

Segment by segment, year by year, the
Appalachian Development Highway System

if L 44
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Appalachian Corridor N in Pennsylvania connects Johnstown with Interstate 70 and U.S. 40.

(ADHS) corridors were blasted through the rugged
Appalachian mountains, often at costs per mile two
or three times those of flat land construction. Costs,
high to begin with, were increased by inflation and
adaptation to new safety and environmental
standards.

By September 30, 1980, 1,565 of the total 3,025
corridor miles in the system were complete and
another 235 miles were under construction (see
map opposite and Table 2 on page 16). Another
1,224 were in some stage of engineering and land
acquisition. A total of $2,412 million in federal funds
and $1,495 million in state funds had' been
committed to the construction. An additiona-fs$430
million in federal funds through 1981 had been
authorized.

Among the segments of the development
highway system completed during the year were:

the last 2.2 mile section of Corridor L near
Beckley, West Virginia, linking the corridor to
Interstate 77

a 9mile section of Corridor S in Tennessee
running north of Morristown over Clinch Mountain

6.6 miles of Corridor 0 in Pennsylvania, so that
16 miles of the corridor are now open from Bedfo.'d
on the Pennsylvania Turnpike to the Blair County
line

10.9 miles of Corridor K in North Carolina, with
37.5 miles now open from the Tennessee state line
eastward to a spot beyond Andrews

the 2.1 mile section of Corridor B in Virginia
closest to the Kentucky.stal Ape.
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As early as 1969 assessments showed that the
system would reduce by one-half the shipping time
between.eastem Kentucky and the major eastern
marketiwithin a 300mile radius and by one-third
the shipping time ,between important economic
areas in West Virginia and those same markets. In
1969, the Appalachian corridor system also began
to produce measurable development payoffs such
as location of a new Control Data plant along a

corridor in Wolfe County, KentuckyAhe second
poorest county in the United States. The plant
provided 150 new jobs in this area, which had never
before been able to attract this type of
manufacturing.

Between 1965 and 1971employment in
Appalachia increased by over one million. Studies
show that half the new manufacturing jobs were in
plants within 10 minutes of new highways and three-

fifths within 20 minutes.
The development high

far beyond new job ci
corridors, in addition to
industry and commerce, a
for the people of Appakac
health care, vocational sch
essentials of a modem, balan

system's impact goes
ation, however. The
pening the Region'

also making it easier
to commute to jobs,

, airports and other
economy.
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Table 2
Appalachian Development Highw.ay System

Mileage and Financing
As of September 30, 1980

State
Total

Mileage
Constniction

Required'

Studies Design
Completed Completed

or or
Under Way (Ind& Wily

Right of Way
Completed

or
Under Nay

Conitniction
Completed

or
Under Way

Construction
Completed**

Wars
Obligated

through 1980
(in thousands)

Alabama' 253.5 244.2 244.2/ 120.9 77.9 69.4 40.4" $ 45,271
Georgia 137.1 134.6 134:6-.. I 72.7 63.9 65,900
Kentucky 581.8 433.2 433.2 396.2"\ .343.7 295.2 429,702
Maryland 85.4 81.4 4 58.0 50.0 , 50.0 50.0 71,017

Mississippi
New York

119.8
255.3

116.8
219.5

116.8 it 59.4
219.5 204.8

46.7
195.9

42.7
182.4

22.8
158.8

44,885
220,734

North Carolina 205.9 203.6 203.6 164.6 164.6 151.1 148.4 127,958

Ohio 293.5 201.1 201.1 177.6 150.4 125.6 102.5 105,396

Pennsylvania 509.0 453.5 453.5 281.6 209.4 170.7 154.1 344,687
South Carolina 29.0 11.8 11.8 4.6 4.6 1.7 1.7 . 4,383
Tennessee 342.2 331.8 331.8 270.5 194.3 194.3 180.6 268,328
Virginia 201.6 '190.8 190.8 157.4 156.9 150.7 137.5 -112289
West Virginia 426.2 410.6 410.6 306.6 296.9 255.2 235.5 571.218

Total 3,440.3 3,032.9 .3,032.9 2,373.8 2,016.5 1,801.4 1,565.4 $2,411,768

bray 3.025 miles we authorized for ARC funcEng on construction (including right.of.way acquisition),
** Of the total completed mileage, 1,5583 miles have been opened to traffic.

Columns may not add because of rounding.
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,ACcessAtiads- and Other
Transportation

, Appalachian Act did, not .restrict- ARC
investments ; to the comdor -system alone. -As the

rePoif had Jeconnended, ARC also has
investedTiri,4acCess.roads.*hich serve specific
facilities such as those of a recreation, residential, or
inckiiirial: nature, and would facilitate the states'
sthrObl:consolidation programs:' At the same time,
the Region* shared some national transportation
conCems; sudtas the declining railroads, and some
very_speCifiC regional transport dilemmas such as
coal haul roads.

Access roads,- usually twolane and Often only a
mile or less in length, have proved to be one of

__,rnost 016Rg5tools. Over the past 15years
they have provided the critical linkage to industrial
sites, to regionally important recreation areas, to
major housing projects, to hospitals and airports. In
the energy crises of the 1970s, ARC helped fund
access roads to nuclear plan's, oil storage facilities
and- to coal mines.

Through September 1980, ARC had helped fund
358 access road projects, providing $127.9 million
in federal funds. Some 653 miles of access roads
were completed, and another 187 miles were in
some stage of design, engineering or construction
(see Table 3 at theJight).

An old Appalachian problem reemerged with the
-revival of the coai industry in the 1970s: the need for
building and resurfacing coal haul roads.

In j977 an ARC.funded study showed that coal
was being haufedsregularly over 14,300 miles of
roads within eight Appalachian coal.producing
states. About 70 percent of those roads carried
more than ten 24ton trucks a day. The study
estimated a cost of $3.8-$4.6 billion to construct,
rebuild and. maintain the necessary roads and
bridges to handle the coal then being. produced.
Anticipated increases in coal production were
expected to increase that cost by another $800.
$1,000i-nillion by 1985.

As we enter the decade of the 80s, the question of
coal haul roads is as yet unresolved. ARC takes the,
position that, if the Region is to substantially

Table 3
Appalachian Access Roads

As of September 30, 1980

Miles
Construction
Completed Constriction

Dollars
Obligated

through 1980
State Approved or Under Way Completed (in thousands)

Alabama 210.1 191.7 186.4 $ 21;464
Georgia 36.9 36.9 16.7 13,321

Kentucky 15.2 11.1 11:1 4,194
Maryland 7.6 6.8 6.8 2,174
Mississippi
New York

181.7

9.1

129.9
4.4

10771C

as
19,787

3,415
North Carolina 23.9 20.9. 20.6 6,329
Ohio 44.7 36.2 35.9 5,150
Pennsylvania 102.4 86.4 83.1 14,385

South Carolina 121.7 105.5 98.5 14,443

Tennessee 57.3 43.0 43.0 10,480

Virginia 22.4 18.2 18.2 4,676
West Virginia 49.4 22.8 21.8 8,127

Total 882.4 713.8 652.7 $127.945,

Columns may not add because of rcundtng.

increase its production of coal to the benefit of the
nation, _then the nation must be willing to assume a
reasonable share of the additional financial o, ;flay
necessary to make increased coal production
possible. A significant part of that 'increased
financial burden is building and maintaining roads
exclusively for the hauling of coal.

Rural public transportation is a national as well as
a regional problem that is made particularly acute in
Appalachia by the difficult terrain and the high
incidence of low-income'and elderly people. In this

, area, ARC has funded a number of management
.studies, helped some. projects secure assistance

under the Rural Highway Public Transportation
Demonstration Program and aided operating
demonstration projects serving approximately
600,000 people annually in five states.

Railroads are perhaps even more an issue in
Appalachia than elsewhere. Critical arteries in the
Appalachian economy.for over a century, railroads
linked scattered industrial sites with suppliers and
marketers; carried much of the coal to industrie*
power plants and ports; and often provided more'
reliable transportation for people than automobiles
over icy mountain roads.
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Then the railroads, troubled si e the boom days
of World War II, encountered d' trous problems in
the 1960s. Bankruptcy, th tablishment of salvage
organizations like Amtrak and Conrail, and the
abandonment of less prosperous lines followed.
Track abandonment hit Appalachia particularly
hard since much of 1; was served by lightdensity
branch lines. .

Irj, the early 1970s, ARC began efforts to help its
member states with rail abandonment problems.
Among ARC's projects were development of a
methodology to measure rail abandonment
impacts on communities and their economic
potential; helping West Virginia prepare a statewide
rail plan to make it eligible for federal assistance;
aiding New YOrk with the purchase of five branch
lines; and establishing a short line rail service to keep
shippers in operation.

Although the Commission has completed a study
of branch linesito identify rail service needs and the
public and private resources that might help-meet
those needs, the outlook for rail service in
Appalachiaand the countryis not encouraging
to those concerned with regional economic
development Increased transportation of coal
would prObably strengthen rail szrvice to the coal
areas, but there was no similar encouragement for
the rest of Appalachia.

One of the key factors in the demise of rail
passenger service was the growth of the airlines. By
1965 air transportation had become an important
factor in economic development The rough
Appalachian terrain gave it increased importance
but also complicated the problems of building
adequate airports.

In 1967 ARC completed a study on airport status
and needs in Appala1/4.:da and interested the Federal
Aviation Administratiln (FAA) in the concept of
airports as generators of economic development.
Over the next few years, ARC funds were used in
conjunction with money from FM and other
sources to increase the safety and capacity of
airports in the Region.

Air service in Appalachia improved steadily until
the federal deregulation of late 1978. Designed to
stimulate competition, deregulation permitted
airlines to eliminate less profitable flights and

t

service. In Appalachia the result was curtailment of
service to many small cities and towns. A study of
the effects of deregulation on the. Region
commissioned by ARC revealed that the Region has
been losing a disproportionately large-amount of air
service, with 11 communities losing one or more
major carriers, 20 communities having less service
than they had before and to I ally seat
departures frorn`lAppalachian munities
declining by 14 percent ARC has wo with the
Appalachian states and individual Appalachian
communities to protect their needs .for airline
service, principally through testimony before
regulatory bodies concerned with the problem.

While continuing investment in highways is

essential, the Region also needs rail and air service if
the regional economy is to continue to make
progress.

Late in the fiscaryear, the Appalachian governors
asked ARC to undertake a comprehensive review of
the Appalachian Development Highway System.
The analysis, now under way, will include the
purposes.of the system, benefits accriafid to date,
potential benefits of uncomplek I sections, costs to
complete the system and the role of the system In
the transportation of energy, especially coal. The
objective of this comprehensive study is to. set up
priorities so that if not enough money is available to
complete the system, the most essential elements
will be undertaken first.

X v,

ARC has worked to protect air service between small Appalachian cities and Washington, D.C., a major
terminus for Appalachian travelers.
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Enterprise
Development
T

.,.
,T he private businesses of the Appalachian

Region," said the 1964 PetRC report, "are critical to
' future growth. They provide the means bywhich the

potential of 'regional public investment is realized in
the form of more and better jObsfor the people who
are the target of this d Ivelopmental effort. The
entrepreneurs who trans te the capacities of the
Region's economy int firstlevel 'jobs are
indispensable to etonomi4 growth."

Although the PARC report recognized the
importance of the jobproducing private sector, it
recommendedand the CongreSs agreedthat
ARC should: not provide the capital for private
enterprises. ARC was to detign a program to foster
industries and businesses by providing such
essentials as highways, public facilitiei and services,
healthier and bettertrained people and livable
communities. Capital for land, buildings and
equipment would be provided by priyate sources or
federal agencies like the predecessors of the
Economic 15evelopmeht ,Administration or the
Small Business Administration. ARC was not
authorized to .help capitalize industries and
businesses.

ARCHowever, ARC could provide the state and local
areas with technical assistance to help strengthen
the prncess by which new jobs are created. The
thrust of the technical assistance program over the
years has'been to build state and local capacities to
design and implement job development strategies.
This process includes building local capacity to
assess job needs and potential, to identify obstacles
to new job creation and to utilize that information as
the basis for a local job creation strategy.

Governed by boards that include business
people, labor leaders,. bankers, elected officials and
others, the Commission-assisted local development
districts (LDDs) have-become a key link between the
private and public sectors. With a mix of
representation from the private and public sectors,
LDDs have been able to generate mutually-agreed-

upon
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The Abex Corporation's cast-steel railroad-wheel stanufacturing plant recently located in an AI C=
industrial park near Johnstown, Pennsylvania.

upon enterprise development strategies as a guide
kik investments made by both sectors. The LOC s
and Appalachian states have also hired and trained
people to help entrepreneurs find public or private
capital.

While helping to improve the general climate for
private enterprise in the Region during the 1960s,
ARC also began pinpointing the specific
impediments to enterprise development. As early as
1906, the Commission recognized that the best
source of new jobs would come from industries
already in the Region, so it funded a major project to
identify ways to help those industries expand. ARC
also recognized the importance of private capital
and in 1968-69 released a study on "Capital
Resources in the Central Appalachian Region."

The study showed a $109-million outflow from 60

.

Appalachian counties in' Kentucky, Tennessee,
Virginia and West Virgil. That figure was partly
offset by investments of outside capital in the
counties, most of it in oal mining; but the net
outflow figure was $54.1 million, almost a million
from each of these elatively poor counties,
desperately short of inve tment capital.

With help from ARC, e climate for entrepre-
neurs in Appalachia was i proving by the 1970s
and figures began sho ng results. During the
1950s the Region had los more than half its jobs in
agriculture and almost 9 percent of its jobs in
mining. Worse, :t was gai ng rnanufa:turing jobs at
only one-third the nation I rate and service jobs at
only half the national te. By the mid 1970s,
however, these trends we unProving in the Region.
Census Bureau figures' nEicate that the rate' of

5_3
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increase of jobs in Appalachia was 88 percent of the
national rate for the 1970-77 period. (These are the
jobs 'covered by the Federal Insurance
Contributions Act.)

In the mid 1970s, ARC reexamined its enterprise
development activities as part of an overall design
program at the end of its first decade. As a result, the
Commission proposed to the Congress that it be
,permitted to fund energy-related enterprises, state
technical assistance programs for small businesses
and industrial site development The Congress
responded by authorizing a program in energy.
related enterprise development and waived a
portion of the original ARC legislation whi-Ch
prohibited funding of industrial
facilities or of working facilities for the generation,
transmission or distribution of electric- ene-jy or
gas.

ARC used this new authority to assist a variety of
energy related projects during the. 1 970s. Many of

. those projects were aimed at developing energy-
efficient industrial parksfor instance, the
conversion of an abandoned plant in Homell, New
York. to accommodate several industries in a facility
with high energy efficiency. Another grant for a
feasibility study of a coal gasification plant to supply
an industrial park in Pennsylvania led to a $4.7-
million low-BTU plant that will make a Hazelton,
Pennsylvania, industnal park energy-self-sufficient.
_Energy efficiency today is an integral component

of Appalachian Tennessee's enterprise develop-
ment strategy. Tennessee's program also illustrates
the growing sophistication d the states' and the
local area& approach and expertise in job creation
grid retention. Since roughly two thirds of all new
capit-. investments are from expansions rather thar,
..acation of a new industry, Tennessee's enterprise
devdopment program stresses helping existing
businesses ,Ltain old arid Create new jobs, as well
as attemptii ty to generate new business starts.

in addition, eastern Tennessee's enterprise
development program ianyed from assessing
available resource., and obstacles to new job
development to identification of potential inter
national markets, trade related problems and
capability, to participate in foreign trade shows.
These programs are now being integrated into the

1, ttz
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An ARC-funded access rqad has helped attract industries to the Humboldt industrial park in Hazelton,
Pennsylvania.

statewide economic Development strategy.
In Appalachian North Carolina, where farming

has been a mainstay of the economy, a large
curioiiclated farmers' market has been created to
serve as a central location for the sale of products of
both small acid large scale farmers. The market
include retail market, a trucking shed, and a
wholesale fruit and vegetable facility with direct rail
access. The market had an estimated half million
visits from buyers and sellers in 1980, and the value
of goods that exchanged hands was between $12
and $15 million. Planning assistance from the Land
of Sky local development district was instrumental
in designing the market. ARC's iu;e was to fund the
access road linking the market to the highway and to
finance a large part of the construction of the

wholesale builciing, the latter investment legally
possible because the state owns the market and its
facilities.

Investments like this have been responsible for
the creation of many new jobs in Appalachia.
Although the Commission recognizes that the
investments and decisions of many organizations in
addition to ARC affect the economic development
process, tracking of the Region's progress has
revealed that more than 1.5 million new permanent
jobs have been added since the establishment (.1
ARC in 1965. The Commission s major contribution
to the private sector continues to be the building of a
regional economy in which individual enterprises
can take root and prosper.
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Health

The PARC report made it clear that conventional
health-care systems were not working effectively in
Appalachia, With this in mind, the Appalachian
Commission in 1965 deferred any immediate
health funding programs and appointed a 25-
member health advisory committee. The
committee was charged with two specific tasks: to
conduct a comprehensive evaluation of the
Region's health needs and to establish guidelines
and criteria for funding projects under the
demonstration regional health centers program
authorized in the Appalachian Regional
Development Act.

While the study was in progress, ARC and the
Office of Economic Opportunity (OEO) undertook
a program to assist the ten Appalachian Regional
Hospitals that served Kentucky, West Virginia and
Virginia. Using a $1.2-million grant from OEO, ARC
helped to supplement the hospital system (once
operated by the United Mine Workers) as a first step
in building a comprehensive regionwide health care
program.

In early 1966, the advisory committee presented
its report to ARC. The regort set provision of health-
care professionals and of adequate operating
facilities as the Region's first health priority,
emphasizing that construction funds would be
needed to accomplish this. The committee also
developed guidelines and criteria to insure that all
projects funded would be regional in nature and
capable of providing comprehensive health
services. It further defined comprehensive health
services to include health education, personal
preventive services, diagnostic and therapeutic
services, rehabilitative and restorative services and
community-wide environmental health services.

Following the committee's guidelines, ARC
began in 1967 68 to establish demunstrabon health
areas to implement -the phased developmeri:
through clearly defined steps, of comprehensive
health services for all segments of the population in
a designated area."

56
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Rural residents of North Carolina's Transylvania County receive primary health care from the Balsam
Grove clinic because the state helps fund such small clinics through its Office of Rgral Health Services.

Health Needs 9
Governed by boards composed of local health

consumers and providers and public officials, the
demonstration agencies faced the task of identifying
specific health needs and finding cost effective
means to meet those needs. And the needs were
great. In 1967 the Region recorded 92 nonfederal
physicians per 100,000 residents, compared to a
national average of 140 per 100,000. Nearly 2,400
doctors were needed just to bring the regional ratio
up to 100 per 100,000 persons.

Other indicators were equally staggenng. The
Region's infant mortality rate in 1963 was 27.9
deaths per 100,000 live births, compared to the
national average of 19.7 deaths per 100,000 live
births. In many Central and Southern Appalachian
counties the rate was double the national average.
Death from infectious diseases was 33 percent
higher than the national average.

Other regional conditions impacted directly upon
the health situation, too. Inadequate transportation
systems, particularly highways, limited access to
health care for the millions of nonurban residents
who made up the vast majonty of the Region's
population.

Given this particular set of circumstances, ARC
developed a three-level (pnmary, secondary and
tertiary) approach to health care as a means to cost
effective,. comprehensivecomprehensive care to the total
populabori,Z nmary care, as defined by ARC, offers
daily persoq I health care on a continuing basis and
includes m intenance of complete records to be
extended when necessary to the secondary level
(hospital care) and to the tertiary (highly specialized
research-oriented services, centralized in regional
facilities).

In effect, this definition of pnmary care means that
once an individual enters the comprehensive health

5 7'
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care system for any reason examination,
diagnosis or treatmentthe priniary health care
component of the system makes /available to him a-
full range of personal health-c re services from
simple testing to specialized treatment.

A Typical Primary Care Clinic
Using this health-care delivery concept, each

demonstration area went about developing d ety'
systems appropriate to its health-care needs. Many,
and eventually all, demonstration areas established
networks of primary health-care clinics as the entry

, point into comprehensive health-care systems.
Clover Fork Clinic in the mountains of eastem
Kentucky is typical of the 250 clinics that now serve
people throughout the Region.

The clinic opened ten years ago in a trailer-
building in the tiny coalmining community of
Evarts, Kentucky. Working, in cooperation with
Harlan Regional Hospital 14 miles away, Clover Fork
provides to a valley of 10,000 people a range of
services no family doctor could provide alone. The
staff includes two physicians, two nurse
practitioners, a dentist and a support staff. The
hospital's home health nursing service uses Clover
Fork as an operations base in the clinic's service
area. The home health service visits clinic patients,
mostly elderly people, who need on-going
maintenance that can easily and appropriately be
provided in the home. Constant radio contact with
the clinic makes it possible for the field team to
consult with the physicians when necessary.

The clinic medical staff, on the other hand, has
complete access to, and the cooperation of, the
Daniel Boone group practice based at Harlan
Hospital and all of the hospitals sophisticated
laboratory, diagnostic and treatment facilities.
Tertiary serviceschemotherapy for cancer
patients, for exampleare provided by the
University of Kentucky Medical Center at Lexington,
Kentucky.

Clover Fork's nurse practitioners are
representative of the nonphysician health-care
providers found in clinics around the Region.
Nurses with advanced training that allows them to
provide services once restricted to, physicians, the
nurse ipctitioners, today . are recognized as

7
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Nurse practitioner Kathy Kinsland not only treats most of the patients who visit her clinic in rural Suches,
Georgia; she is also on call for such essentials as school visits to adjust the.crutches of injured teenagers.

1

overall approach to health care began to draw
national attention. The success of the
demonstration area approach became a basis' for
the health system agencies (HSAs) that today
provide local health-planning capacity throughout
the nation. The rural health initiative clinics of the
Department of Health, Education and Welfare (now
the Department of Health and Human Services) also
drew upon Appalachia's successful clinic
experience in delivering cost-effective primary
health care in rural and isolated areas.

Appalachia's attempt to increase the number of,
health-care providers through effective use of new
types of nonphysician health care providers gave-

g' 0
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providers of a distinct level of professional health
care. Other nonphysician health-care extenders
(such as physician assistants), together with the
nurse practitioners, have greatly broadened the
scope of services possible in a clinic setting. And in
fact, many rural health clinics in Appalachia and
elsewhere operate successfully on a day-to-day basis
staffed with nurse practitioners and/or physician
extenders rather than physicians.

Health Care Advances
In the mid 1970s, Appalachia's nine health

demonstration areas (serving 12 states) and ARC's
1i
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ear* support and acceptance to the nurse
practitioners Physician extenders. In additicin,
ARC was. alio. a ,very' early supporter of the
reernergence of the general practice Of Medicine as

more- sophisticated inedicarspeciattynow called
tarnitYP*ctice.

In one of ARC's most effective exercises in
adVocky, the Appalachian governors and the
federal cochairman fought for passage of national
legislation which now permits Medicare and
Medicaid reimbursement for services provided by
physician extenders in rural clinics:Prior to the 1978
legislation, reimbursement was possible only if a
physician was present when the services were
rendered. This ,regulation intensified the financial
burdens of small rural Ornery healthcare- centers
which didn't need and couldn't afford a full-time staff
physician. That legislation applies not only to rural
clinics in Appalachia but throughout the nation.

in, the early 1970s, ARC also took the lead in
addressing a health problem unique to
coalminers black lung. Working in cooperation
with the National Institute fir Occupational Safety
and Health, the Commission in 1973 set aside $2
million to initiate the ccialminers respiratory disease
clinic project, under which states could get one-time
grants to establish and equip black rung diagnostic
clinics.

.Prior toARCs involvemerit in the black lung issue,
miners were entitled to worker's compensation only
within the bounds of a very narrow definition of the,
disease. Working with Congress and the United_
Mine Workers, the Commission helped change the
initial standards accepted as proof of black lung to
include pi.ilmonary function measurements as well
as X rays. The combination of the diagnostic clinics
and the change in the medical evidence required as

. proof speeded up the compensation process for
thousands of affected miners. An important spinoff
of this program came in the form of a rise in the per
capita income in the mining areas that was traced
directly to the black lung payments to miners
disabled by the disease. In the years since ARC was
involved in this issue, the legal definition of eviden,ce
for black lung has undergone many further
changes.

Raising the level of health care to an appropriate
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level in medically underserv,ed Appalachia requires
a variety:0 investments, at all levels. To insure that
the three-tiered system be strong at all points, the
CornrnisSion has also funded, equipment pur-
ehaSes; operations and facilities (hospitals well as
clinics) ,where ,necessary to meet the demand for
services., Since 1965, ARC has assisted nearly 300
hospitals to reach the appropriate level of service in
their areas. As the number of facilities has increased,
however, construction support has become a
proportionately smaller share of the total health
prograni expenditures.

ARC has also invested in a wide range of other
health programs, including prevention of disease,
manpower development and training, medical
services, mental health, mental, retardation and
rehabilitation and :emergency ,assiStance to; coal

field clinics and hospitals. As of the end of FY 1980,
ARC 'had approved health -projects totaling ',$417.9
million, fairly evenly divided between construction
grants ($206.9 million) and -Operating. grants
($211.0 million).

Today Appalachia enjoys a much iMproyed
health-care system. The network of: primary, care
centers now reaches into many rural and previoUSly
medically underserved areas. Through, -theie
Centers, more Appalachians than ever before have
access to a range orservices designed to meet their
specific health needs.

Progress has been made in increasing and
redistributing health care professionals. Between
1963 and 1976, the number of nonfederal doctors
rose from 92 to 116 per 100,000:PersOns. Nurse
practitioner's and phySiCiari, extenders.' have

eaeiviiig;theraily..,4,11lOsIssippl*Rep.lOass o, a
Center in Tupelo, constructed UipPed will ARCassistance.
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broadened the range-of services available which the
centers can provide in a cost-effective manner.

Remaining. Problems
However, while a number of health-care battles

are being Avon,, the war is far from over, Many
Appalachians who live in rural, and other hard-to-
reach locations still do not have access to the scope
of services needed. Although the Region's infant
mortality rate has dropped substantially, too many
counties still exceed the national average.
Specifically, one-fourth of all Appalachian counties
have infant mortality rates averaging one-and-a-half
times the national average. Said another way, an
infant born in any one of those counties averages a
50percent greater chance of dying before the age of
one year than a child bom in a county where the
infant mortality rate equals the national average.

For this reason, at the May 1980 Commission
meeting the Appalachian governors targeted the
reduction of infant mortality as one of four
regionwide areas of special concern, the other three
being basic educational skills, energy and housing
Each state agreed to use amounts equal to 30
percent of its annual area development funds to
attack these problems.

Medical indigency is another very real, very
serious problem, especially in Central Appalachia.
An ARC funded study revealed that 25 percent
and in certain areas up to 40 percentof the Central
Appal lachian population cannot afford private health
insurance and does not qualify for public assistance
under Medicaid or Medicare.

The ratio of physicians to every 100,000 of the
population is still one-third below the national
average.

These and other health-related problems do
remain, despite important improvements in the
system as a whole. Many areas of the Region still co
not have the health care, medical or dental, that is
taken for granted elsewhere. This is specially true in
the more rural, isolated reaches. Because much of
Appalachia still lags behind the nation
economically, such crucial-Ayes a the e.calating fl
cost of health care are felt \even more intensely by
the people of the Region.

These conditions set the tone for the ARCs future

health priorities. These pnonties include. providing
basic services to all Appalachians, especially those
in the neediest communities; reducing the infant
mortality rate; recruiting more health-care
professionals; continuing support for state and local
health program development and management
activities; .and developing programs to build links
among specialized services such as acute care,
chronic inpatient services, alternatives to
institutionalizationfor example, home care and

self-help, especially for the elderly. Demonstrating
workable, cost-effective ways to deal with the and
other health-care problems like medical indigency is
the challenge ARC faces today.

Wh _ progress, alorig with changing national and
regional conditions, requires constant reevaluation
of effort, the Commission's ultimate goal remains
the same: to build a health-care system that is open,
accessible and responsive to the needs of
Appalachians. ,

New )(orb physician assistant Barbara Kowulich is one of the rapidly growing n urnber of health paraprofes
siorials who are broadening tlxLinge of health services available to Appalachians who livc ontsrde large
cities.
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Education

One of the most significant ways in which the
1964 PARC report, and the subsequent ARDA of
1965, differed, from all previous economic
development programs was the emphasis upon
human services as an integral component of
positive economic change. The PARC report
emphasized, for instance, that educational
opportunity appropnate to labor market demands
and to individual expectations was essential to
economic growth in Appalachia.

While realizing the need to maintain and enhance
traditional college preparatory courses, the
Commission was keenly aware that the average high
school cumculum did not offer training for those
who could not afford or were not interested in going
to college. Lacking the resources to explore other
options, the Region's school systems had for years

, been unable to meet the needs of students to
increase their earning potential or to respond to the
labor market demands for new skills. The results: a
high dropout rate, a belowaverage number of
college graduates, itivi adult literacy rates and an
economy stymied in part because the educational
system was not producing a labor force armed with
viable skills.

Given the status of education in Appalachia, the
Commission adopted a twofold goal. to teach skills
that would enable individuals to get jobs regardless
of where they chose to live, and to build into the
school systems the capability to respond as the
demands for skills changed.

Facilities and Programs
The Commission s first major program was to

build the secondary, and to a lesser extent
postgraduate, facilities required to implement a
comprehensive, regionwide vocational education
program. Toward that end, ARC has invested a total
of $327.2 million to date in building and/or
equipping 681 vocational education facilitips.

The regionwkie network, now almost entirely in
place, concentrates upon offering programs for
developing jcb oriented skills that provii:Id; realistic

64
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Alabama is stressing the teaching of bask skills to
funded demonsiTeion piogram.

alternatives to the traditional college preparatory
programs. One of the effects of this program has
been a reduction in the dropout rate for Appalachian
high school students.

ARC also makes operations grants to initiate new
and to refine and expand old programs. Through FY
1980, ARC has funded 92 operating projects at a
cost of $19.2 million. These grants include career
education and guidance, counseling and placement
services projects.

Demonstration- programs also have contributed
significantly to broadening the vocational and
nonvocational education base in Appalachia.
Among these demonstrations are the regional
education service agencies (RESAs), which enable
school systems to pool their resources for
specialized teaching services, staff development,
special programs and joint purchasing that no
single school could afford-alone. Through FY 1980,
ARC has funded 144 demonstration projects,
including RESAs, at a total cost of $26.7 million.

elementary schoolchildren through a special ARC-

Some of the other programs which were initiated
with ARC funds are now entirely state supported
and, in some cases, have been expanded to
incorporate noAppalachian counties 4s well. For
example, the Kentucky Staff Industry Exchange
Demonstration project, conducted by the Kentucky
Bureau of Vocational Education, involves teachers,
vocational administrators and business and industry
representatives in an exchange effort to upgrade
and modernize teacher skills and curricula, thus

. making vocational education in Kentucky more
relevant to the needs of business and indus

ARC education investments have by no mgrs
been confined to vocational education, although
this area clearly remains a top priority By the close
of FY 1980, the Commission had also provided
$94.6 million for construction and equipme'it
assistance to other education projects, primarily to
institutions of higher education and libraries.

Vt
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The App Chian Community
ServiCeNe rk,

Fiscal 1980 was a benchmark year for ARCs
innovative educational experiment, the Appalachian
Community.. Service Network (AC -£N). Known
originally as' the Appalachian Education Satellite
Project, ACSN in 1980 moved from thlumb&Ila of

, ARC to independent status as nonprofit
corporation, providing satellitedelivered education
and cornmunity service programming to the Region
and beyond.

Its governing, board of directors is a group
representing a cross-section of Appalachian
regional interests (academia, government,
business, labor, the media, regional arts) and
chaired by Terry Sanford, president of Duke
University, former governor of North Carolina and a
founding Member of the Appalachian Regional
Conimission. Dr. Harold Morse, for many years
director of. ARCs education division, is the first
president of ACSN.

ACSN began in the early 1970s wtrelAree
-government agencies pooled their efforts to make
use of the rapid advances in communications 6
satellite technology: the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration (NASA) wanted to test
various practical applications of its applied
technology satellites, the National Institute of
Education was interested in exploring the
possibilities of satellite use in education, and ARC
saw the potential cf satellite transmission for

, bringing education and training into remote parts of
the Region. In-service training for ,Appalachian
teachers was selected for the initial experiment. The
program proved to be a very practical, cost-effective
rmthod of delivering this training, long identified by
the Region's educators as a major need. Within two
years, 1,200 teachers had participated in four
courses given at 15 classroom sites and accredited
by several regional universities and colleges.

During the. late 1970s, the program expanded
rapidly in response to the needs expressed at the
grass-roots and regional levels. The nature of these
needs led ACSN to increase its .educational
offerings. During that same period. the NASA

r
satellite used by ACSN began to deteriorate, and
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ACSN purchased time on a commercial satellite,
'RCA's SATCOM 1. By, October 1980, ACSN was
offering a full 64hour-per-week- schedule of
telecourses (accredited by some 45 colleges and
universities around the country), teleconferences,
workshops and community service-programs. The
Appalachian audience has grown,enomiously, too,
through the addition of regional cable systems to
the network: today the network serves over a million
Appalachians.

The Appalachian Community Service fretwork pro-
duces many of the programs it offers for credit, like
the live seminar (ABOVE) from "Coping with Kids."

Perhaps the most significant testimony to the,
success of this ARC experiment is the growing
nationwide interest expressed in ACSN and its
programming. Since the PrA satellite delivers
ACSN's program signal ,Iwide, other cable
companies around the country began to buy the
service. A quarter of a million Americans outside the
Region were subscribers by October 1980.

Remaining Deficiencies
What ARC efforts have amounted to over the pit

16 years is an attempt to fill education gaps,
revitalize the education system and to expand, on a
continuing basis; the educational opportunitieS
available to all Appalachians. Such a goal is not
achieved in a year or two, or even a decade.
Appalachia still has its deficiencies: in 1976 48
percent of Appalachian adults had less Urn four

years !of high school education compared to a

national figure of 37 percent. In 1976,the Region
was where the nation had been six years earlier: in
1970 48 percent of U.S. adultscompared to 56
percent of Appalachian adultshad had less than
four years of high school.

Although adult educational attainment rose in all
subregions over this six-year period, the situation in
Central Appalachia even in 1976 was still
particularly acute, with 62 percent of adults having
lessthan four years of high school (compared to 50
percent in Southern Appalachia and 42 percent in
Northern Appalachia).

The proportion of Appalachian. adults who had
completed four years of college similarly fagged
behind the national average in 1976-10 percent of q

Appalachians compared to 15 percent nationally.
Because of the historically-high dropout rates and

thd lack of educational opportunity, the adult literacy
rate lags far behind national averages and regional
expectations. While Northem Appalachia reports
that 4.3 percent of its adult poprilation aged 25 or
over has less than fiveyears schooling (compared to
the U.S. average of 53), both Southern and Central
Appalachia lag far behind with 10 and 15.3 percent,
respectively.

The history of low academic achievement that
has afflicted a large number of Appalachian families
in the past is row casting ARC in another new role. In

°May 1980, the Appalachian govemors selected the
development of the basic .skills of reading,
mathematics.and oral and written communications
as one of ARCs tour areas of special regionwide
concern. Each state agreed to use amounts equal to
30 percent of its annual area development funds to
attack these problems. In basic skills, ARC will
supplement existing state and local efforts aimed at
adults as well as children, and-tvik emphasize
programs for families that have a poor'-,record of
literacy achievement and have beenlinable to break
out of the poverty cycle. Occupational training and
retraining can only be effective' in enabling
unemployed and underemployed adults to take
Advantage of the new and better job opportunities
'Offered by new industry if they have the academic
skills needed to take advantage of-the training.
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Child Development

Chi Idrpcn, perhaps more than any other segment
of the ulation. are vulnerable to the effects of
poverty, often suffering longterm physical and
emotional deprivation. Although the Appalachian
program was originally designed to provide a wide
range of essential services to the total population,
early assessments in both health and education
gave cear indications that the .ffects of poverty and
the lack of adequate social services were particularly
damaging to the Region's children. The
Commission recognized the need to demonstrate
that a comprehensive approach to the
developmental needs of children was a vital element
in the long term development of the economy of the
Region. Accordingly, in 1969 the Congress
amended the ARDA of 1965, authorizing the
Commission to make grants for the planning,
construction. equipment and operation of
multicounty health, nutntron and child. care
projects."

Several factors contributed to the problems faced
by preschool children in Appalachia. Prenatal and
postnatal care and educational support for families
were scarce in some areas, and nonexistent in the
remote reaches of the Region. Because many
families did not have the advantage of either health
education or on-going health care, they were
unprepared to recognize the symptoms or the
potential dangers of childhood health and
education problems Inadequate nutrition, sparse
preschool education, undiagnosed learning
eisabilities were among the many deficiencies in
almost every Appalachian state

The familycentered services usually provided on
the state level were splintered among a variety of
agencies Federal resources were highiy
fragmented and were generally not reaching rural
Appalachia because of lack of intei agency planning
and managerial skill, and in many areas absence of
providers.

Program Emphases
Given the problems faced by Appalachia,-
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Teaching young children to care for their teeth
Anderson County, Tennessee.

families in the late 196Cs, the Commission initiated
the child development program with an emphasis
on prevention, coordinated planning and
comprehensive programming.

Social research indicated the crucial importance
of the early preschool years in establishing limits for
future development and opportunity. It was
recognized that the lack of basic care in these
formative years leads to social and economic costs
later in life far out of proportion to the costs of
prevention. The preventive emphasis was reflected
by limiting services alrrik,A exclusively to cl iildren
under six years of age.

Because of the large number of federal and state
service programs and agencies serving young
children, an interagency focus for planning was

te.
'fq:4,

is the frycun of the ARC-supporled Project SMILE in

endorsed. Coordination between and among
agencies was stressed to avoid fragmentation,
obviate service duplication and make full use of
other federal, state and local resources.

Finally, a broad program scope was advocated to
provide many needed services and allow new
approaches to meet state/local needs on a cost-
efficientibasis.

The services that ....dare under the child
development program are vaned and wide ranging.
Among them are prenatal and postnatal care, infant
stimulation, parent education, special education for
the handicapped, comprehensive day care and
mental health services. Significantly, the ARC
approach to child development holds that-these
services, where possible, should be delivered in the,

; 6
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Tennessee children enjoy a swine on a hot July day.

family setting in a continuing effort to build familial
environments in which the benefits will be on-going.

As an example, the Mountain Communities child
development program in Duff, Tennessee, offers
communitysponsored early childhood education
programs for Campbell and Claibome counties.
The project emphasizes preventive special
education by offering children between the ages of 0
and 6 years a stimulating education program, a
nutritious diet and parental involvement in the
development program. The preschool children in
the program receive immunizations and physicals
so that healthrelated problems that might hinder

(1
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their physical or psychological development are
identified and taken care of early. In 1980 the
founder of the clinic, Tilda Kemplen, won one of five
national awards for the greatest public service
benefiting a community.

in another ARCfunded project, a regionwide
program developed at the School of Public Health of
the University of Pittsburgh provides training and
technical assistance to the 13 Appalachian states in
preventing psychosocial disorders in infancy.
Training focuses on emotional and behavioral
disorders, learning difficulties, failure to thrive, child
abuse and neglect, and an array of infant mortality
and morbidity problems. Two project agents from
each of the Appalachian states are responsible for
facilitating local training and assistance. The project
includes workshops, satellite broadcasts and
instructional materials.

Since 1965 ARC has provided more than 5160
million to projects under the child development
program.

Influencing Other Programs for
Children

In the late 1970s the Ct. . urnission actively led
efforts to surface child development issues on a
broad scale and, in doing so, to develop guidelines
and policies for future ARC child development
investments. In 1976, the Commission joined the
Save the Children Federation in sponsoring a
regionwide "State of the Child in Appalachia"
conference in Berea, Kentucky. And in 1978 the
Commission sponsored a major conference on
children, "Raising a New Generation," in Asheville,
North Carolina.

The Asheville conference was a policy-level review
of the Commission's programs for children and
families apd contributed significant suggestions for
future program direction and investment in basic
education, preventive health, comprehensive child
care and family support services. A wide range of

.4.petrfrecomme ations and policy guidelines was
develo both to improve ARC programs and to
further adapt federal programs to rural family needs.

ARC's pioneering efforts in child development
programs also surfaced a serious void in the types

and amount of federal funds available for low-
income working families and especially for daycare
services. Originally designed to "phase out", after
demonstrating new, viable ways of providing
services, the Commission's child development
program actually encountered increasing demand
fcr fundi due to the paucity of and increasing
limitations on other federal dollars available to assist
the working poor.

When ARC first received child development
authority, the Congress set a five-year limit on the
funding of any child development project, a step
quite in line with ARC's responsibility to
demonstrate methods for delivering services that
eventually could be funded from other sources.
However, Title )0: of the Social Security Act, the only
major federal source of child development funds,
has programmatic and funding constraints that limit
its use in providing child care for the working poor.
Thus, ARC funds became a major source of support
for some of the Appalachian projects.

In 1977, Congress amended the law to extend the
funding eligibility from five to seven years, and asked
ARC and HEW to study self-sufficiency problems of
Appalachian projects. This study was completed in
1978. Under the new ARC legislation pending
before Congress, funding eligibility will once again
be set at five years, with an exception to permit
continued funding at the discretion of each
governor for projects which received ARC aid in FY
79. The new legislation will allow ARC to retain its
basic demonstration approach while at the same
time permitting the latitude to meet a special need.
(Editors note: This legislation was enacted into law
in December 1980.1
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Housing
and community
Development

Economic progress depends in large measure
upon a community's capacity to provide the
housing. public services and amenities that attract
and accommodate growth. Safe drinki water,
sanitary waste disposal, recreation °facilities,
adequate and decent housingall are basic to
making a community an attractive,pjace in which to
live, work and rear a family.

For generations Appalachia has fought
deficiencies in each of these areas. The 1964 PARC
report stated that over a quarter of all houses in ten
Appalachian states were in need of major repairs;
nearly 10 percent were so dilapidated they
endangered the lives of the people living in them.
Water and sewage deficiencies were calculated in
the billions of dollars.

During its early years, the chief community
development projects undertaken by the Com-
mission were the building of facilities in areas where
they were needed to upgrade the quQlity of health
and vocational training. A variety of Commission
grant programs was used to construct hospitals,
vocational schools and sewage treatment facilities
and, to a lesser degree, airports, parks, libraries and
solid waste disposal systems.

While the ARDA required geographical
concentration of investments so that a payoff in
economic development would be likely, health and
education grants were not limited to such growth
areas.lhe one grant program which could assist all
facilities for construction, land acquisition and
equipment was the supplemental grant assistance
program. In these instances, the Lupplemental
grants were used to increase the federal
contribution in a project up to 80 percent of the total
eligible cost. Later, ARC used this authority when
other federal monies were insufficient to permit full
funding of a project.
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Rural residents of the Virginia counties of Dickenson
system, using water impounded by this dam.

Gradually, as the need for educational and health
facilities subsided, the Commission began to hind
more projects to build the basic infrastructure
capacity necessary to accommodate and attract
new growth and development At this point, water
and sewer systems became the dominant recipients
of ARC community development funds.

In 1967, the Congress authorized ite._RC to provide
housing assistance for the first time.-The authority
was limited, however, permitting only loans and
grants to low and moderate-income housing
sponsors for the purpose of planning and obtaining
insured mortgages under the National Housing Act.
Subsequent amendments expanded the use of

and EichaMinPOw'haveiiii AlieaisiSied Water

these seed money Los and grants -to other
National Housing Act programs and added a
technical assistance component Then, in 1971,
new legislative amendments allowed the
Commission to provide on-site and offsite
development grants for housing projects.

The technical assistance capacity proved crucial
to ARC in helping the stales organize state housing
corporations for financing and developing housing
projects. By 1975, 11 of the 13 states had formed
such corporations. Between 1968 and 1975, ARC
awarded 110 Planning loans assisting 12,350
housing units, and 12 site development grants
aiding in the construction of 1,100 units.

t
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In 1974, the Commission undertook a broad
study of housing and community development
needs. The results of that study reconfirmed the
earlier PARC report's emphasis upon housing and
community development needs. According to the
1974 study, an estimated 231,600 housing units
occupied year rbund were beyond repair. The study
also estimated the demand for new water systems,
sewerage, solid waste disposal and recreational
facilities at $7.2 billion ($4.1 billion for wastewater
treatment alone, $1.1 billion for parks and recreation.
and nearly $1 billion each for water supply systems
and solid waste disposal systems).

New Programs Authorized
Legislative amendments in 1975 broadened ARC

authority so that the Commission could invest in a
broad, flexible range of facilities with options for
demonstrating new ideas and techniques to meet
the basic needs of the Appalachian Region's
communities, to make them more livable, and to
attract and increase opportunities for economic
development The program assists three types of
communities that are characteristic of the Region's
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settlements: coalfield communities where
increased mining is bringing leaps in employment
and population, and strains on basic community
facilities and housing supply; remote, rural areas
which lack the technical and financial resources to
improve their standard of living; and areas
experiencing fundamental changes in their
economies and population (for example, older
towns and cities losing industries and jobs, rapidly
growing small awns and cities, and areas wi
brandnew settlements that must find cost-effecti
and rapid means to provide public service).

The new and broader emphasis of the 1975
amendments on housing and community
development led to a sizable increase in ARC
investments in this area, which between 1975 and
1980 jumped from $36 million to over $63 million a
year. The largest proportion of housing and
community development funds are invested in
water and sewer, and housing. Water treatment and
distribution, wastewater treatment and sewer
collection systems consistently have accounted for
over _half of the funds, awarded every year ($34.4
million in 1980). Reflective of the tremendous
demands for these facilities, the investments are

e

made by ARC in participation with EPA; FmHA and
HUD in their programs of pollution abatement, rural
development and community development.

Housing is the second largest investment area
$10.4 million in 1980. The added flexibility of the
1975 amendments expanded the types Of housing
that could be assisted and strengthened the states
roles in managing their own housing programs. For
instance, the Commission was authorized to provide
funds directly to the states to capitalize their own
Appalachian housing funds instead of having these
programs administered through HUD. Increased
use of the demonstration authority and
supplemental grants also have made it possible for
ARC to address other regional housing needs,
including home winterization, housing rehabilitation
and a major demonstration effort to build new
houses in areas engaged in energy production. Over
16,000 housing units received loan and grant
assistance from these programs between 1976 and
1980.

In certain investment areas, housing and
community development interests overlap those of
other ARC programs. Provision of sewer, water,
waste treatment, etc., is integral to industrial
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site development, which generates private and
public investments for job creation and is discussed
under enterprise 'development (page' 19).

Special demonstrations for enterprise
development. in energy-impacted areas and the
threats natural hazards pose to regional
development are also areas where housing and
community development work hand in hand with
other ARC programs. A specific example is the flood

was funded by the Com fission after disastrous
recovery project based' Pikeville, Kentucky, which

flood; struck 45 contiguous counties in Kentucky,
Tennessee, West Virginia and Virginia in the spring
of 1977. This project (also discussed in the chapter
"Energy, Environment and Natural Resources,"
page 34) addresses the related problems of
developing flood-free land as an alternative to the
development of sites in congested, flood-prone
areas and efforts to clear the Tug Fork River to
reduce the danger Of severity of the floods.

The scarcity of land for housing and for industrial
sites is a serious roblem in Central Appalachia,
where the moun nous terrain and narrow flood-
prone valleys li t the availability of developable
land. ARC has a ressed a number of issues related
to this scarc through research and special
projects. Am ng these efforts were a staff study on
land acquisition problems (which, along with
zoceedings from a seminar on land availability was
fbrwarded tg the President's Commission on Coal);
the housing problems related to the federal
minimum property standards; and the feasibility of a
Central Appalachian land bank.

Considerable attention has also been focused on
projects that impact on the creation of new housing
units and new housing technologies: construction
of a housing subdivision on an inactive surface mine
site and the revitalization of the small coal towns in
eastem Kentucky, new optimum technologies for
rural housing; and the construction and evaluation
of solar-heated homes.

Today's Needs
While the Commission has made inroads into the

Region's housing and community development
needs, serious deficiencies do remain and must be
addressed if Appalachian communi4s are Share

i 6

in national economic recovery initiati ;es. Few
Appalachian communities have the financial
capability to eliminate these deficiencies unaided. A
growing regional population, an improved
transportation system that makes the Region more
accessible, and rising .expectations nationally as.to
what constitutes an adequate standard of living
continue to accelerate the demands for a strong
infrastructure that will support growth and make the
Region competitive for development

The resurgence of the coal industry is but one
example of how these needs are being generated. A
recent report by the Kentucky housing corporation
indicated, for instance, that Pike County (a leading,
coal producer) had a 25percent increase in
households between 1970 and 1977. However, only
11 percent of that increase was accommodated
through new housing starts. And, during the same
period, the median price of housing rose by more
than 500 percent.

Major steps will be required to increase the
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production of housing an to improve the-capacity
of the housing delivery system in Appalachia. To
address these needs, ARC has implemented a
comprehensive trains system for state and local
housing coordinators that concentrates on the
housing developmen processes of homeowner-
ship, repair and rehabilitati n, rental housing
site development. Special ention is also being
focused on attracting major builders to construct
more homes in the Regio and on alternative
financing mechanisms for ho ing in Appalachia.

ARC is also engaged in esearch and
demonstration efforts involving other agencies as
part of a long-range prografn to combat the
problems that hinder housing production and
community development A coordinated effort
involving ARC, the Tennessee Valley Authority and
three Appalachian states is under way to reclaim
and utilize responsibly for housing and community
development purposes land that has been surface-
mined. .

A "
A home repair project supported by ARC in Appalachian Ohio has rehabilitatrl
and elderly homeowners.

°using for low-income
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Energy
Environment and
Natural Resources

Appalachia is a rich region, 'from the timbered
hillsides to the ribbons of coal beneath the surface of
the earth. This weWth of natural resources can be,
and has been, both a blessing and a Lurden over the
generations. Although the assumption in 1965 was
that coal production would rontinue, and even be
likely to increase, the Commission gave priority to
diversifying economic opportunities, and to righting
the .environmentai wrongs that had accumulated
over -decades of careless miring.

Less than a decade later, when national and
international events made it clear that coal was still
crucial to U.S. energy independence, the Com-
mission responded by shifting regional priorities to
include energy production and related investments
as a vital component of the Appalachian program.

Energy
When PARC submitted its report to the President

in 1964, coal production was at a low ebb. Once the
source of 75 percent of U.S. energy, coal had
gradually been displaced by oil and gas in the years
since World War II. Until the early 1960s, it supplied
under 25 percent of the nation's needs. Always
subject to boom-and-bust cycles, the coal industry
was in a prolooged slump by the time ARC was
created.

PARC did emphasize other problems associated
with coal, however. land stripped of vegetation along
with coal, polluted strs..ams, underground mine fires
and mine subsidence. Looking at the future of coal
in the regional economy, PARC noted the rapid rate
at which mechanization was reducii.g mining jobs
and concluded that the demand for coal would
increase, but that the Region could no longer rely
upon it as a major employer. In addition, PARC also
recommended against any direct involvement in
eneryy production, specifically gas and the genera
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All over the world, nations are turning to U.S. coal to replace ail. (ABOVE) Coal ships wait to be loaded at
Hampton Roads, %Virginia.

hon of electricity. And as a result, the legislation
limited ARC's authority accordingly.

In the early 1970s, however, world events took a
new tum. The OPEC cartel stemmed the flow of oil
and began a systematic increase in pricing. Energy,
so, lona taken for granted, suddenly became a
national issue. Since the U.S. has one-fourth of the
world's coal reserves (compared to a much smaller
share of the global oil reservesj, interest ip coal
production was renewed on both the nationli and
regional levels.

At a meeting in Knoxville. Tennessee, with
President Ford in attendance, the Commission in
1975 passed a resolution stating its willingness to
adapt regional goals to national priorities. At the
same time, however, ARC also stated that a national

commitment was needed to help the Region meet
the social and environmental costs attendant upon
increased production of coal.

The same year, the Congress amended the
Commission's legislation, expanding its authority
and responsibilities in the area of eyiergy production
With this new authority, ARC undertook a series of
preliminary studies aimed at accommodating
increased energy production Immediate research
projects included assessments of existing mine
pollution; the potential for coal conversion to
another energy source or conversion of existing oil
or oas-fired boilers to use coal; long- and short-haul
energy transportation; and an evaluation of the
economi:-, social and environmental issues likely to
be associated with increased ehergy development
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Several specific issues surfaced as primag
impediments to increased production of
Appalachian coal. The firstthe need for a
comprehensive national program to accelerate the
conversion of power plants and major industries to
coal with the appropriate changes in environmental
regulations and developmen, of new technology to
allow the burning of coal with a minimum of,
pollutionis an issue that affects eVbty
producing area in the country, including
Appalachia. A second issuethe high cost of
transpoi-ting coal by railis also a national as well as
,a regional dilemma.

However, the Region facei additional problems,
two in particular: the high cost of building and
maintaining coal' haul roads (discussed in more
detail in the. chapter on transportation, page 15)
and an escalating housing shortage in communities
serving new and/or substantially bigger mining
operations (for more details see the chapter on
housing and community development, page 29).

Many of these issues were addressed at an
October 1979 regional energy conference
sponsored by ARC,in Binghamton, New York, where
participants discussed the increased use of coal.
Three specific areas where the Commission could
have the most effect were definedincreased
production and use of coal, energy conservation
and the development of other alternatives to oil. An
energy resolution was passed at the Commission
meeting that concluded the conference. The
resolution allocated up to $3 million in ARC funds
for economic development projects related to
energy.

The Commission also restated its position that
energy-related policies must be formulated a

manner that would allow Appalac,* to continue to
build upon the hard-wort economic and social
progress of the past 15 years.

While coal is the Region's major energy resource,
ARC has not limited its energy interests to coal
alone. Solar; low-head hydro; use of municipal and
industrial wastes for energy production; and
Appalachia's abundant low-grade hardwoods and
other biomass are all being examined as possible
substitutes for or supplements to petroleum and
natural gas. Conservative use of all energy forms
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continues to, be stressed through projects
demonstrating conservation techniques for
residential, industrial and institutional consumers.

Environment and Natural Resources
While energy has emerged only in recent years as

a major component of ARC's ,progr m,
environment and natural resources have been n
going, concerns since 1965. The environmen
activities addressed the results of mining (mine.fires,
land reclamation, subsidence and acid, mine
drainage); other healththreatening environmental
problems (solid waste disposal and wastewater
treatment); environmental cleanup (bulk collection
and junk car removal); and natural hazards. Still
others focused upon developing the Region's
natural resources, agriculture and timbe; in
particular.

i3ecause of the nature of the environment and
natural resources emphasis of the original
Appalachian legislation, the Commission's activities
have emphasized research and technical
assistance. The purpose has been to identify the
major policy issues facing the Region and to provide
the Commission with the background information
and analysis necessary to shape policies and set
priorities.

As of the conclusion of FY 1980, the Commission
had invested almost $107 million in environmental
and natural resoufces projects. Those investments
break down as follows: subsidence, $27.9 million;
solid waste disposal, $24.8 million, land stabilization,
$19.4 million; mine fire control, $15.7 million; acid
mine drainage control, $3.7 million; strip mine
reclamation, $2.9 million; refuse bank cleanup, $2.6
million; well capping, 301,000; and agriculture,

Pnatural resources and timber development,
$877,000. Also a part of this total is $2.7 million for
floodrelated projects arkPa special onetime grant
of $6 million for a demonstration to clear a stream to

. reduce the incidence and severity of flood in a
, chronically flood-prone area.

(TOP)AnAppalachian coalminer. (BOTTOM) Washed
and sorted coal at the Beckley no. 2.preparation
plant of the Ranger Fuel Company, Pitiston Group,
in Bolt, West Vininia, is stored on stockpiles before
shipment.,
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The Region's environmental problems have not
resulted solely from extractive industry, either.
Natural hazards, solid waste and wastewater also
have had an impact on the quality of the
environmentand continue to have one.

A study implemented in accordance with a 1975

amendment to the Act identified highrisk hazard
areas, with special attention to mudslides,
Landslides, sink holes, subsidence and the
occurrences of floods, tornadoes and other major
natural hazards. The study's analysis of their effect
on the basic process of economic development and
growth revealed that, although loss of life and
property has many times caused shortterm
problems (particularly in the case of flooding), the
impact of these and other hazards has not materially
deterred long-term development. As the study
suggested, ARC now follows a policy that
encourages development in areas where natural
hazards are unlikely to occur, recognizing that while
this process takes place, ARC must continue to
initiate projects to help protect existing populations
in hazardprone areas.

Ironically, while the study was under way in 1977,

major destructive floods struck 45 counties in
Central Appalachia, Johnstown, Pennsylvania; and
16 counties in western North Carolina. In each case,
ARC provided funds to develop long term recovery
plans. In addition, a special flood recovery project
staff, funded jointly by ARC and the participating
states, has been established in Pikeville, Kentucky.
As part of this overall effort, ARC and the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration are
funding development and implementation of a
flash flood warning system for the entire Region.

At the same time, ARC is involved with a number
of agencies including the Economic Development
Administration, the Department of Housing and
U,-ban Development, and the Corps of Engineers in
efforts to dear the Tug Fork River basin and to
identify and develop flood-free sites in Central
Appalachia as an alternative to further development
in the flood plains. .-

tioth solid waste management and wastewater
treatment also have posed serious environmental
problems for ARC. Although ARC has been active in
this area silit.e 1968, it wasn t until passage of the
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Pothole are common on roads where coal traffic is

Resource C nservation and Recovery Act of 1976
and the T c Substances Control Act that
improved soli waste management became a
national priority.

A research proj completed in fiscal year 1980

addresses solid was management problems
peculiar to the Region, inly those associated with
lowdensity popula ons and the rugged
Appalachian terrain. T cal problems cited in the
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heavy, as here in Indiana County, Pennsylvania.

study that need solutions include absenct, or
duplication of refuse collection services, unsanitary
garbage disposal at landfill sites, high fuel costs in
collecting solid waste, inability of rural communities
to finance.a continuing waste collection system and
inadequate funds to purchase the equipment
needed to collect, transport and dispose of solid
waste.

Solid to recovery was one of the topics
,./



addressed at the energy conference in Binghamton,
New York, where the Commission adopted a
resolution incorporating solid waste recovery
projects as part of an energy-incentive program.
Several projects have already been submitted under
that initiative.

The Region's widely dispersed population also
makes wastewater treatment a serious problem.
ARCs development of one alternative system to
conventional sewage treatment works (see the
chapter on "Housing and Community Develop-
ment," page 29) and its successful demonstration in
several Appalachian states contributed to the

policies that encour-gge greater use of this abundant
natural resource. t

At the same time, however, ARC will continue to
pursue natural resources and environmental
policies which ensure that the Region incurs
minimum damage from the extraction of its natural
resources and which address the other
environmental problems that directly affect the
quality of life in Appalachia. ARC will also focus on
developing planning and management skills for
energy-conservation, at the state and local level.

A project started by the Maryland Department of
Economic and Community Development reflects

This damdam at Highlands, North Carolina, once produced hydroelectric
power for nearby communities and could be renovated and put back to
work again.
Environmental Protection Agency's decision to
fund alternative systems in municipalities with
populations of 3,500 or less.

Current Priorities
Given the national energy pnonty, coil continues

to be a top regional priority. However at priority
encompasses not only increased production of coal
but also the associated social and environmental
costs; promotion of appropriate new technology;
transportation costs; and the advocacy 'of national
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reduce its emission levels. The second policy
applies to areas where total emissions violate federal
standards and will bdreduced by a certain rollback
to approach standards set by the CAAA. After states
determine rollback levels, industries can bargain
among themselves to decide who will take how
much responsibility for the reductions. The third
policy allows new industries to locate and obtain
pollution permits on a first-come-first-served basis.
After pollution levels reach the federal ceiling, the
marketplace mechanism would govern entry of new
firms.

An energy conservation project, one of the first
.

Conserving energy is important in helping Appalachian farmers become
more economically competitive.

ARC's concern for environmental policies. The
1977 Clean Air Act Amendments (CAAA) specify
guidelines for new industry location or industry
expansion. The Maryland project recommended
using the laws of the marketplace to promote air

pollution control while encouraging industrial
expansion within guidelines set by the CAAA.

Three policies were proposed. In existing
industrial areas where air polkiion levels fall within
federal st; -dards, a prospective or expanding
industry c ,u!d bargain with an existing firm to

demonstration projects announced to implement
an interagency agreement signed by ARC, the
Tennessee Valley Authority and the U.S.
Department of Agriculture, was designed to aid
small farmers. Fifty farmers and residents in north
Georgia will leam to use new farm technologies and
energy conservation to produce high-value crops
and livestock. Through this project, small farmers
will be provided with a high degree of technical
marketing and production assistance to
demonstrate ways to achieve economic success.



Finances
the 16 years the -Appalachian Regional

Co emission has been in 'existence, through
Sepeernber 3-0, 1981, Congress has appropriated a
total of $4.58 billion-for the Appalachian program
(see Table 4, right). Of this total, $2.8 billion has.
been for the highway program and $1.8 billion for
the nonhighway program.

Authorizations and Appropriations
The federal share of ARC funding is provided by

Congress in two stages, first authorizations and then
appropriations, as is the case with most federal
programs. Authorizations establish both the scope
of program activities and the maximum limits on
amounts that may be made available to carry out
these programs. For the Appalachian program,
authorizations of funds for the nonhighway portion
of the program have been provided for two-year
periods, and for the highway program for longer
pffi,ods, usually four to five years. -

Within the ceilings established by the
authorizations, Congress then provides annual
appropriations for ' the Appalachian program,
generally not for the full amounts authorized.

Highway Funds
The original amount authorized for the ARC

highway program in 1965 was $d40 million and
covered a sixyear period, to 1971 (see Table 5).
Since that time Congress has raised the total
authorization to $3.2 billion through 1982 as more
miles haVe been added to the system and as the
costs of construction have risen with inflation.
Neither the original authorization nor the increased
funding, however, would be enough to complete the
system. The total amount actually app. .priated to
date for highways, through fiscal 1981, is $2.8
billion.

Nonhighway Funds
Appalachian nonhighway funds have been used

for a number of programs, including health,
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Table 4
Appropriations for Appalachian Regional Development Programs

(in.thousands of dollars)

Tionhighway

Area
Research

and Admints-
Fiscal Year Highway Development LDD trative Total
196566 $ 200,000 $ 103,450 $ 2,500 $ 1,290 $ 307,240
1967 100,000 54,700 2,750 1,100 158,550
1968 70,000 55,100 1,600 746 127,446
1969 lel 411 70,600 3,000 850 174,450
1970 1 s'iss 101,958 5,500 932\ 283,390
1971 17 ,000 i 19,500 7,500 968 , 302,968
1972 , 175;000 115,000 7,000 1,113 298,113
1973 205,000 127,000 11,000 1,217 344217
1974 155,000 107,500 7,500 1,492 271,492
1975 160,000 125,000 8,500 1,747 ,295,247
1976 162,200 117,500 8,500 1,870 290,070
Transition Quarter 37,500 8,000 4,500 495 50,495
1977 185,000 109,500 8,500 1,925 304,925
1978 211,300 105,000 7,400 2,083 325,783
1979 233,000 137,923 7,700 2,297 380,920
1980 229,000 120,000 7,500 3,105 359,605
1981 214,600 78,400* 6,300* 3,192 302,492"
Total $2,787,600 $1,656,131* $107,250* $26,422 $4577,403"

'After rescission.

vocational and other education, mine area
restoration, housing, water and sewer treatment,
other community facilities, land stabilization, timber
development, support of the multicounty local
development districts (LDDs), research and
supplemental grants. Originally, these funds were
allocated to each state in a specific amountfor each
program then in existence. In 1971, Congress
changed this system of authorization by allocating
the nonhighway funds as a block. In response to this
Congressional action, which gave the Commission
greater flexibility in investing its funds according to
individual-state priorities, the Commission designed
a new allocation system under which each state wab
given a single allocation, called an area

r

development allocation, for four major programs:
health and child development, vocational
education, mine area reclamation and
supplemental grants. Each state could determine
how much of its area development allocation it
wanted to use for each of these programs.

Since 1975, this single allocation system has
expanded to cover all ARC nonhighway programs,
except for Commission research and evaluation and
the support of the LDDs.

The area development appropriation is divided
among the states according to a formula that takes
into account the land area, the population and the
per capita income of the Appalachian portion of
each state. 87



Table 5
Appalachian Highway AuthoKzations

(in millions of dollars)

Appalachian Legislation t' Period Covered

Amount of Authorization
Added Cumulative

1965 Act through 1971 $840.0 $ 840.0

1967 Amendments through 1971 175.0 1,015.0

1969 Amendments through 1973 150.0 1,165.0

1971 Amendments through 1978 925.0 2,090.0

1975 Amendments through 1 981 840.0 2,930.0

1980 Amendments through 1982 260.0 3,190.0

Cumulative authorization througn 1981, $2,975 million.
Cumulative appropriation through 1981, $2,787.6 million.
Lapsed authorization through 1981, $187.4 million.

litagianallkahabiliialloa center afferilicreening,-therapy, training and rehabil.
italion services far AancliCiaiped ddicdts and Children.
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Sources of Funding
The commitment of the federalstate partners to

the ARC process is demonstrated by the fact that the
responsibility for funding is shared just as the
decision.making process is. Appalachian and other
federal funds have made up 60.2 percent of the total
costs of all 'Appalachian projects (61.6 percent of
highway projects and 59.0 percent of nonhighway
projectssee Table 6 on page 38). The remainder
of the costs hai" been paid by state, local and/or
private funds, so that the federal government on the
one hand and state, local and private funds on the
other have invested close to equally in the program.

Over the, years, the federal share of funding for
grant-inaid projects has been increased by
legislation, and this increase is reflected in the
Appalachian program. During the initial years, the
federal share of the ARC highway program was
slightly over 50 percent, but rose to 74.2 percent in
fiscal 1980 The federal share of the nonhighway
funding has also nsen over the years. although not
so steeply from an original share of about 50
percent to 60.7 percent in fiscal 1980:-1

Supplemental Grants
Because of their rural character, their relative

poverty and their low tax bases, many Appalachian
slates and communities found it difficult to come up
with the matching share required by law in many
programs before federal funds can be granted.
Although they were eligible in all other ways for
grants for the construction of basic public facilities,
before the existence of ARC they often could not
take advantage of a number of l eral programs.

In response to this problem, Co ress designed a
unique feature of the AppalaChla legislation, the
supplemental grant program. Under this program,
the federal share in grant programs may be raised
(from the usual 30 to 66 percent) to as much as 80
percent of the cost of construction, so that the state
or community can participate by putting up as little
as 20 percent as its matching share. The
Appalachian states have used supplemental grants
to construct many types of public facilities, including
vocational education sch colleges, health

r , . '(
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Table 6
Distribution of Total Costs Among Various Sources of Funds

for Approved Projects
(in millions of dollars)

Appalachian

Highway Projects Nonhighway Projects

1980 Program Cumulative through 1980 1980 Program Cumulative through 1980

Funds $212.7 74.2% $2,539.7 61.6% $131.1 26.4% $1,689.7 31.0%
Other Federal

Funds 170.4 34.3 1,527.3 28.0
Total Federal $212.7 74.2%, $2.539.7 61.6% $301.5 60.7% $3,217.0 59.0%
State Funds 73.8 25.8 1,573.0 38.2 29.4 5.9 478.0 8.8
Local Funds .1 8.9 .2 166.2 33.4 1,754.4 32.2
Total State

and Local 73.9 25.8 1,581.9 38.4 195.6 39.3 2,232.4 41.0
Total Eligible` $286.6 100.0% $4,121.6 100.0% $497.1 100.0% $5,449.4 100.0%

ble costs of projects. which are not eligible for matching federal grants. Must be borne by the applicants
Note: Through September 30. 1980. there was $566 million in ineligible project costs for nonhlghway programs.

Appalachian Corridor E (left) parallels old U.S. route 40 (right) for some distance across western Maryland.

tJ BESI_COPY /AVAILABLE 91



facilities, water systems, sewage treatment plants,
recreational facilities, libraries and airports.

Each year the Commission utilizes supplemental
grants funds in a slightly :different manner, in
accordance with priorities determined at the time by
the Appalachian states ,(see Table 7). The
proportion used for water, 'sewer and sewage.
treatment facilities, which preViously amounted to
about 20 percent of these funds, rose steadily-
from 38-percent in fiscal year 1973 to' nearly 70
percent in fiscal year 1978, dropped to 57 percent in
1979 and rose to 58 percent in 1980. In 1980
industrial site development and community
improvement utilized 24 percent of these funds, as
compared to 21 percent in 1979 and 13 percent in
1978.

Health facilities, on the other hand, which once
accounted for about 26 percent of these funds,
utilized about 17 percent in 1975 and dropped to
less than 2 percent in 1979 and 1980. The share of
education projects has dropped from an earlier 57
percent to 13 percent in 1979 and 7 percent in
1980.

It should be noted, however, that these amounts
do not reflect completely the amounts of ARC funds
used for construction of health and vocational
education facilities since these may also be funded
under ARCs basic health and vocational education
programs.

Fiscal 1980
Tables showing the funds approved for

nonhighway projects in fiscal 1980 for each state, by
program category, appear beginning on page 46. A
summary table, totaling these figures for the
Appalachian Regional Commission as a whole,
appears on page 45.

ti

/ Table 7
Supplemental Grant Projects Approved by Type of Program

(in thousands of dollars)

1980 Program

Cumulative

through 1980 ,

Community Development:

No. Amount Percent No. Amount Percent

Water System 68 $22,582 38.0% 477 $136,798 21.56%

Waste and Sewer 15 3,299 5.6 92 23,978 3.78

Waste Treatment 31 8,517 14.3 426 86,723 13.67

Recreation and Tourism 12 2,991 5.0 141 23,285 3.67

Community Improvement* 11 2,989 5.0 72 18,742 2.95

Industrial Site Development 47 12,026 20.3 110 28,699 4.52

Airports 2 738 1.3 149 18,103 2.85

Other 1 120 0.2 5 1,141 0.18

Subtotal 187 $ 53,262 89.7% 1,472 $ 337,469 53.18%

Education:
Vocational Education 6 $ 625 1.1% 575 $ 83,753 13.20%

Higher Education 4 1,751 a9 242 61,971 9.76

Libraries 9 1,919 3.2 161 19,153 3.02

ETV and NDEA 0 0 0 102 14,828 2.34

Subtotal $ 4,295 7.2% 1,080 $179,705 28.32%

Health Facilities 4 $ 973 1.6% 456 $107,701 16.97%

Other Programs** 5 $ 865 1.5% 62 9,736 1.53%

Total 215 $ 59,395 100.0% 3,070 $ 634,611 100.00%

Includes neighborhood %abbe&
"Includes solid waste '2 projects in 1980 for $175 million. 43 projects cumulatively for $7,051 million).
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Fiscal Year 1980:
An OvervieW

I, tit, tir-,t ,,,edr.ot the new devide the Appalachian
pr, 'gran, , ontirkied its ettdris toward re itahzation of
th r<j,on s econorn During fiscal year 1980 over
, } ,; 1 tli,,and nonhiiihwa projects were approved by
tr,, \j ,j. ala, iikii I Re,ii,rial Cummissron (ARC) fOr a

,t.il funding ot almo,t $ I in mullion By year-end.
_I!' 1 t N( f(1,1 1 (t 'I 011( 01 the Appalachian Development
H,,,trw,n, ,'7,\, stem was completed or under
, ,..-,trui non

,ARc ,r A est p wi It , in high%,,,ays, public.facilities and
, vain,) an. t ( ire t, 4 the Region s citizens continkid
t., pa% , itt r terms ot new jobs in new and expanded
if i(lustrli s l', «rota income rose. and the level of
j ,i..,tT(ti kIt !,r ied Ylore people were moving IntQ the
j,;,.1,-in than '.NCR' 1110V111(j out

Nut (I1,(' ( ontinucc1 to he dark spot in the
p,i t Jr, 1kt' the nation the Region was suffering
rr ,rii intlitpon end the rising cost of energy
1, I' it'fT,pk,,1.),flI 1(1 Appala( hid rose substantially,
Air n...st . int, .ind a halt times as fast as national
, a 1,qr 11 )k Arnt q ,' Me nation had not turned to coal to
the extent the Region had hoped to replace
xpenso.e oil and unsold coal piled up throughout

the f,'ilii,,ri i./...

Huntig the war it bec ante clear that for the
present the big new market for Appalachian coal
was abroad Nurope was Moving much more rapidly
than the United States to convert from oil burning
I ,i ,,i,-1-, to, iral, and sit ice the produc tion cost 01(0,11
al t or, 'pt is high, demand for U 5 coal, both steam

and metallurgical, rose sharply and seemed likely to
continue to rise Had it not been for bottlenecks in
Id ti ir,,,ix rtation to U S ports and lack of sufficient
] I,*,p , it h«, pr ins in fact sales of U S coal abroad

A 1 old tl,k,c, been even larger
At the beq nning of the fiscal yea. ARC sponsored

j ,-egional erterg\, conference in Binghamton, New
Y rt-, whit h for used on the increased use and
i r HILP tl n ,,f cikil,, onservation of energy and the
It ,.i I, ,i,fr It ( it of Jtht r altc r noto, es to oil As a result. a
" q II jr, ,,pc.,cial fund was allocated to economic

fit^ .

4...)

Ertl!. rt 4"trr. tt yt
titlf

Priority funding has been voted by Appalachian got ernors for programs to reduce infant mortality. Orli.
successful program is northwest Georgia's Maternal and InfarteCare Program.

development projects related to clergy.' Projects
undertaken during the year included. among many
others, an interagency project involving the
Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) and the U.S
Department of Agriculture (USDA) in helping SIT kill
farmers in Georgia use new technologies to
conserve energy while producing high value crops,
a countywide experiment in Afabama investigating
how much energy could be saved and how greatly

energy costs cut throughout the entire county, and
preparation for construction of houing
developments in coal-mining-Impacted areas in
Kentucky. Tennessee and Virginia.

To target ARC inyestments on areas of
regionwide concern, the Appalachian governors
vRted in May to allocate fir-foray funding for projects
in four areas. infant riloitality, basic eduytion skills.
energy and housing. The states select among these

CI ()tI ti



areas the needs they feel are strong6st among their
citizens In fiscal year 1980 they
o funded a-wide-r,Inging series of energy projects.
including those described above-------

introduced 1. aMpaigns to lower infant mortality in
Alabama. Georgia. Keritu. ky. Maryland, Mississippi.
Ney% 'fork. North Carolina. Ohio. Pennsylvania and
South Carolina

approved projects designed to help Appalachian
children in Alabama. Mis"sissippi. New York. North
Carolina and South Carolina attain better reading.
writing and communication skills

began preparation or construction of housing
developments in Alabama. Georgia. Kentucky.
landand. Mississippi. New York. North Carolina.'
Ohio. Pennsylvania, Virginia and West Virginia.

The ARC PIA USDA smallftriner project
'mentioned above was only one of a series of
demonstration projects the three agencies agreed
to cooperate on during the year. Others involved

',housing in coal producing areas, reduction of infant
mortar., and energy management In addition, ARC
or ilrlook cooperative activities with the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers. the Department of Housing and
Urban Development, the Federal Emergency
\Ianagernent Administration and the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration to tackle
the ,enous recurrent flooding problems in parts of
the Region. especially\ Central App4lachia'

Qv the end of the year there was much to indicate
that the Region s economic health had indeed
nipioved. but Appal*thia still lagged behind the

nation iri a number of respects. Rural poverty in the
Region. especially in Central Appalachia. is still
much more prevalent than in the nation as a whole.
Substandard housing is almost ohe third above the
national average In 388 of the 397 Appalachian
.verities per capita income is still below the national

average Infant mortality is high. diseases such as
hepatitis. tuberculosis. measles and rubella are
more common in the Region than the nation. Erratic
swings of employment in the\ oalfields continue to
create abnormal deman Is on community
resources. Appalachia is still capitalshort region.
without the military and-Merl-se dustries that bring
public capital into other areas of the country.

1
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palathian Regional Commission
Project Totals, Approved in Fiscal Year 1980

(in thousands of dollars)

Program Category

ARC Share
Other

Federal .,
Funds

State and
Local Funds

Total
Eligible
Cost

Number of
Projects Amount

Percent
of Total

ARC Funds

Health 201 $*18,129 13.3% $ 2,053 $ 14,578 ' $ 34,760
Child Development 151 11,199 8.2 .4,969 8,783 24,952
Vocational and Other

.

'Education 138 18,800 13.8 392 13,242 32,435
Community Development 206 52,864 38.9 129,059 105,883 287,806
Energy. aad Enterprise

Development 99 9,437 7.0 506 10,435 20,377
Environment and Natural

Resources 40' 4,164 3.1 1,867 1,586 7,617
Other Programs and Special

Demonstrations
--

14 1,256 .9 514 1.563 3,333
Housing 22 10,350 - 7.6 380 174 10,903
LDD Planning and

Administration - 76 5.802 4.3 0 1,723 7.525
Research and Technical

Assistance 76 3,902* 2.9 0 377 4,279

Total 1,023 $135,902 100% $139,740 $158,343 $433,986

'Includes $1,619 thousand in Commisslonwide research and technical assistance
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Alabama
Population
(in thousands)

1.970

State Total 3,4444

Total of Counties
in Appalachia 1.137.4

Bibb 138
Blount 26 9
Calhoun 103 I
Chambers 36 4:
Cherokee 156
Chilton 25 2
Clay 126
Cleburne 110
Colbert 496
Coosa 107
Cullman 52 4
be Kalb 420
Elmore 33 7
Etowah 94 1
Fayette 163
Franklin 23 9
Jackson 39 2
Jefferson , 645 0
Lamar 14 3
Lauderdale 68 1
Lawrence 27 3
Limestone 41 7
Madison 186 5
''anon 23 8
Marshall 54 2
Morgan 77 3
Pickens 20 3
Randolph 183
St Clair 28 0
Shelby 380
Talladega 65 3
Tallaboosa 33.8

Percentage
of Change

1980 1970-80

3.890.1 12.9%

2.427.0 13.6%

; 5 7 13 8%

36 5 35 8
1160
39.2
188
30 6
137
126
545
114
61 6
53 7
434
1031.
188
284
51 4

671 2
155
80 5
30 2
46 0

197 0
39 0
6 6
902

15
(10 1

412
65 9
73 8
38 7

134
78

20 2
21 6
84

145
98
67
175
27 8
28 9
95

157
185
31 I

41
148
182
106
103
56

26 3 Tuscaloosa 116 0 137 5 18 5

21 0 Walker 56 2 68 7 22 1
16 7 Winston 167 220 318
5 7,
95

474
73 2
13 I
14 3

( ountN lquies tot 1910 ate horn the 19 ,10 ( nstis fttiute.,lot
1980 ate Itont the 1980 ( etistis of Population la .tft,
N., Attibaind (111(80 V ?) Adt)tildle(I b) AR( ,tall and
data ssstm,

1'
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(ABOVE) hi;flateitna; the AppalaChian'Maialaine are gently rolling hills, as in dila part of
Marshall Comnty. (RIGHT) Governor agues has adopted a demonstration program to
ensure that Alabama schoolchildren acquire t damentals of reading and,rnathematics
early and well.

I

de

Project Totals Approved in Fiscal Year 80

Program Category
ARC

Funds

Other
Federal
Funds

State and
Local Funds

Total
Eligible

Cost

Health $ 3,571,611 $ . 6,000 $ 2,780,959 $ 6,358,570
Child Development 1.316,874 0 793,717 2,110,591
Vocational Education and Comer Education 2,702,100 0 919,400 3,621,500
Community Development 4,300,140 5,387,768 6,518,161 16,206,069
Energy and Enterprise Development 840,000 0 50,000 890,000
Housing 500,000 0 0 500,000
Local Development Distnct Planning and Administration 573,000 0 7,333 580,333
Research and techhical Assistance 455,903 0 . 113,634 569,537

Total $14,259,628 $5,393,768 $11,183,204 $30,836,600



Gegrgia
Population
iii al( )tNand.,1

State Total

N.

1970

4,587.9

Total of Counties
in Appalachia 813.8

halt ^

,A

j'h 81
( It(

h,tM. W41

he't
D'Ide

r18
its ,4

(4

)8

1980

Perceatage
of Change

1970-80

5:464.3 19.1%

1.103.9 35.6%

81 274
21 2 6

41)8 238
56 24 1
37 0 30 8

21° 6 4
66 5

.) 24 3
.1-A1\00+i `,1 $8 H2
Dough. 28 ; -54 6 90 4
Fat-1,11u 1 34 14 7 104
F lod 73 7 798 82
f orsoh 164.0 280 652

ranklin 128 152 188
(Amer 91) II I 24 I
Cordon 301 276
Cv.innett 72 3 166 9 130 7
Habersharn 20 7 250 209
Hall 594 756 273
Haralson 159 184 157
Heard 54 65 218
Jac k.Sof 1 21 1 25 3 201
Lumpkin 87 108 23 3
Madison 135 177 313
Murray y H 0 197 516
Ritrlding 175 260 486
1)1( ken', 96 117 21 1

Polk 2-9 7 324 92
Rabun 83 10 5 257
Stephens 203 218 70
Towns 46 56 235

,
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Union 68 94 37 9
Walker 50 7 56 5 114
White 'AL 77 10 I 30 7
Whitfield 55 1 65 8 194

( mint 1,, hei, f'S Int I ()71) ,11, from tlw /()Lenstp, houre.., for
080 att. horn th, 198(1 ( 1.11.111S Of iltitiOn /1, I

HI i fr, (le.01(r1r) I PI 1( 80 , 121 tab! Ildtt'd IP, AR( staff and
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Carrollton, Georgia, has a long history of economic growth, bided by such
attractions as the man-made 308-acre Lake Carroll (ABOVE) and the Carrollton
industrial park (RIGHT) with its well-equipped truck terminal.

Y

_Nr__Cfs,_

Project Totals Approved in Fiscal Year 1980

Program Category
ARC

Funds

Health $1,419,695

Child DevelopmeAt 768.467

Vocational Education arid Otter Education 2.163.864

Community Development 2.818.280

Energy and Enterprise Development 277.650

Other Programs and Special Demonstraticips 56.000

Housing 442.495

Local Development Distnct Planning and Administration 453.882

Research and Technical Assistance 46,516

Total 58.446.849

Arr

Other
Federal

cf."
Funds

State and
Local Funds

$ 10,000 $ 1.089.091
404.422 426.780

0 2,948,903
21.816.011 10.465.304

156.135 286.417
90,748 81.889

0 14,165
0 47.001
0 3,472

522,477,316 $15,363,022-
}:

Total
Eligible
Costs

$ 2.518.786
1,599.699
5.112,767

35.099.595
720.202
228.637
456.660
500.883
49.988

546,287,187
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Kentucky UST

Population
(in thousands)

1970 1980

Percentage
of Change
1970-80

State Total 3,220.7 3.6!1.4 13.7%

Total of Counties
in Appalachia 876.5 1.077.1 22.9%

:Wail 130 15 2 168%
Bath 92 100 86
Bell 31 1 ,34 3 106
Bovi 24. 555 60
Breathitt 142 170 19 6
Caner 19 8 25 I 326 2
case,. 129 14 8 14 6

I(irk 24 I 28 3 176
id,, 18 5 22 8 23 1
linton 82 9 3 140
umberland 68 7 3 64

EIIA t 59 69 164
II 28 145 137

Fleming 114 123 84
Floyd 359' 48 8 35 9
Garrard 95 109 148
Green 104 110 67
Greenup 33 2 39 1 179
Harlan 37 4 419 12 I
Jackson 100 120 199
Johnson 17 5 24 4 39 3
Knott 14 7 17 q 22 I
Knox 237 302 27.6
Laurel 274 39 0 42 3
Lawrence 107 14 1 31 7
Lee 66 7 8 17 7
Leslie 116 149 28 0
Letcher 23 2 30 7 32 5

,

Lewis 12.4 14 5 177
Lincoln 167 191 143
McCreary 12 5 15 6 24.6
Madi sots' 47 7 53 4 24 ---------
Magoffiii 10 4 13 5 29 4

Martin . 94 139 48 5
Menace 40 51 263
Monroe 116 124 61
Mon, vilely 15'4 20 0 30 5
Morgan 100 121 208
Owsley 50 57 13.7*
Perry 26 3 33 8 28 6
Pike . 61 1 81 I 32.9
Powell' 77 I I I 44 I
Pulaski 35 2 458 30 0
Rockcastle 12 3 14 0 13.6
Rowan 170 190 /20
Russell 10 5 137 '30 0
Wayne 143' 170 193
Whitley 24 1 33 4 38 3
Wolfe 57 67 182

cuulifi, figures for 1970 are hom the 19 1( ` Census hquies for
1980 ate ham the 1980, Census of l'opuldtion Adl .111«

111lgko. Kentu( lei 1C80 V 19) tabulated by ARC stdff and
data systems

S

7!..4
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4

(LEFT) Elvetronics-gradliat es Irma Aihltind Slide Vaiaiiaaai=lechisijaiShatil Weaal have no ttu able
finding jobs. (ABOVE) Coal severance funds made it possible to connect Presto sburg's Highlands
Regional Medical Center to this modern sewage treatment plant.

Project Totals Approved in Fiscal Year 1900

Program Category
ARC

Funds

Other
Federal
Funds

State and
Local Funds

Total
Eligible
Costs

Health 4 1,016,631 $ 0 $ 347,311 $ 1,363,942

Child Development 169,396 2,630 203,634 375,660

Vocational Education and Other Education 556239 0 366,380 922,619

Community Development 4,598,401 20,256,300 10,849,363 35,704,064

Energy and Enterprise Development 234,083 0 113,364 347,447

Environment and Natural Resources 330,000 400,000 0 730,000

Other Programs and Special Demonstrations 63;159 79.400 37,896 180,455

Housing 2,670,000 0 0 2,70,000

Local Development District Planning and Administration 769,000 0 253,000 1,022,000

Research and Technical Assistance 75,000 0 25,000 100,000

Total $10,481,909 $ 20,736,330 $12,195,948 $43,416,187
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Maryland

prcy
AVE_

Population
(in .thousands)

1970 1980

Percentage
of Change

1970-80

State Total 1923.9 4,216.4 7.5%

Total of CountieSs
in Appalachia 209.3 220.1 5.2%

Allecidt44,

(idr tett
84 0
2 15

8' 5
26 5

-4 2%
23 4

Vidshiragt,g) 10 3 8 11 31 8 9

-* ' 1,' v 'he f sI,rt
fie "1' Oil I /OA

4( ,41,1 h '1/4P( at, .ind

I

Construction of retirement home:: li. r these near Frostburg attracts
people to western Maryland. 119
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Ars ARC-assisted nonp. rofik
consortium offers emergency

medical services to 31 rural
counties in Maryland, West
Virginia and Pennsylvanicz.

i

BEST COPY AVAlitiBLE
53

Project Totals Approved in Fiscal Year 1980

Program Category
ARC

Funds

Health $1,715,857
Child Development 311.000
Vocatuval Education and Other Education 555.686
Commlty Development 1,927,190
Energy and Enterprise Development 155.000
Housing 691,000
Local Development Distnct Planning and Administration 108,000
Research and Technical Assistance 48,204

Total $ 5,511,937

Other
Federal
Funds

$

257,97'
1,200

121.200
0

379.580°
$759,9074.

ti

State and
Local Fuds

Total
Eligible
Costs

$ 997.356 $2,713,213
313.948 882.875
144.710 701.596
563.595 7 611.985
80.650 235.650
10.000 1.080,580
43.922 151.922
16.068 64.272

52,170.249 $ 8,442,093

?' 3 4
. I 1'



Mississippi
Population
(in thousands)

1970 1980

Percentage
of Change
1970-80

State Total 2.217.0 2.520.6 13.7%

Total of Counties
in Appalachia 418.6 482.7 15.3%

AI. orn 27 2 33 0 21 5%
Renton 7 5 8 2 8 6
Chickasay. 168 179 62
Ctior t.p,,, 8 4 9 0 6 6
(.21..vN, 18 8 21 1 11 9
Itawdmba 16 8 20 5 21 8
KtTflpet 10 2 10 1 8
Let 46 1 57 1 23 6
Lowndes 49 7 57 3 15 3
Marsha 24 0 29 3 21 9
Monroe 34 0 36 4 6 9
Noxubee 14 3 13 2 -7 5
Oktrbbeha 28 8 .36 0 25 3
Pontotoc 17 4 20 9 20 5
Prentiss 20 I 24 0 19 3
Tippah 15 9 18 7 It z
Tishomingo 14 9 18 4 23 4
Union 19 I 21 7 13 9
Webster 10 0 103 2.5
Winston 18 4 19 5 5 8

0,r1t), fqure,. try 10/0 dre turn the 1970( anus figures for
q8c$ f from the 1g8n Cen,,us nt Populanon -(/t ,trk

F.;, t '41ssissippi 411(801, tabulated by ARC staff
and data Y.sterns

1 `)ry

/ iY

4

1:16,, 6 EiRLIIBLE.
P7r ritrivf \ A Ina r
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(ABOVE) Airs. Bernie Conrad learned beak homemaking skills in
the Reeional Rehabilitation Center in Tupelo. (RIGHT) ARC funds
helped finance the site development costs of thes °teahouses in
Corinth.

1
4

110

Project Totals Approved in Fiscal Year 1980

Program Category
ARC

Funds

Other
Federal
Funds

State and
Local Funds

Total
Eligible
Costs

Health $1,318.454 $ 50,000 $ 391,398 $ 1,759,852

Child Development 713,625 1,093,973 786,551 2,594,149

Vocational Education and Other Education 2,514,765 57,500 734,152 3,306,417

Community Development 1,484.621 2,098,868 1,545,136 5,128,625

Energy and Enterprise Development 825,935 0 15,000 840,935

Housing 65,785 0 0 65,785

Local Development District Planning and Administration 338,995 0 120,980 ,; 459,975

Research and Technical Assistance 201,315 0 0 201,315

Total $ 7,463,495
A

$ 3,300,34 $ 3,593,217 $ 14,357,053



Population
(in thousands)

1970, 1980

Percentage
of Change
1970-80

State Total 18.241.4 17.557.3 3.8%

Total of Counties
of Appalachia. 1,056.6 1.083.3 2.5%

Allegany 46 5 5 i 7 4%
Broome 221 8 213 6 -.3 7
Cattaratiuus 81 7 85 7 49
Chautauqua 147 3 146 9 -3
Chemunq 101 5 97 7 38
Chenang0 46 4 49 3' 6.4
Cortland 45 9 48 8 64
Delaware 44 7 46 9 4.9
Otsegb 56 2 59 1 52
Schohane 24 8 29 7 20.0

htnler 16 7 17.7 57
Steuben 99 5 99 1 -4
Tkga 465 498 7I
Tompkins 77 ; 87 I 130

,r1h, t .111 r '() r. horn the 9 if ) Census tiou,t-,, for
qp,f are ris 11 the 1 (180 C...sus of Population, Ad, ark

; "q.v. l nt F: 141 tun 111.11ed t)N, ARC staff and

I. r s.,Nierfls

.s

. Josieann Eccles is a physician assistant at tho
Randolph Health Ctitter:
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(ABOVP:111se ,counly 4Mt,I.OSencY 'offers
technical isiistanCe to new 'Mall loCating Ditiont e
County's industrial incubator. (RIGH171)A detionstration energy
audit project in Jamestown helped industrial plants find ways
to save energy.

Project Totals. Approved' in Fiscal Year 1980

Program Category

Other
ARC Federal State and

Funds Funds Local Funds

Health $ 976,129 $ 252,592 $ 1,188.745

Child Development 925,760 307.121 741,865

Vocational Education and Other Education 695,955 79.252 585,604

Community Development 2.998,879 3,349,470 8,046,311

Energy and Enterprise Development 1.875,376 0 8.474,469

Other Programs and Special Demonstrations 425,488 50,000 167,956

Housing . 310,470 0 0

Local Development District Planning and Administration 235,000 0 78.335

Research Technical Assistance 196,469 0 0

Total 58,639,526 $4,038,435 $19,283,285

Total
Eligible
Costs

$ 2.417.466
74.746

1 94,660
,

10.349,845
643,444
310,470
313.335
196.469

$31,961,246
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North Carolina
Population
(in Thousands)

State Total

Total of Counties
in Appalachia

.11exancier

1970

5.064.4

1,039.0

195

1980

5.874.4

1.217.7

250

Percentage
of Change
1970-80

15.5%

17.2%

284%
.\11egharn, 81 96 179
Asrt, (96 223 141
Aver 127 144 139
Burk ovine 145 I 160 9 109
Burke 604 72 5 20 1
Caldwell 567 677 195
Cherokee 16 3 189 159
Clay 52 66 278
Davie 89 246 305
Forsyth 215 1 243 7 133
Graham 66 72 100
Haywood 4 1 7 465 1 1 5
Henderson 428 586 369
Jackson 21.6 258 195

[)r11 306 351 146
)Macon 158 202 278
!Madison (60 168 5 I
Mitchell (34 14 4 73
Polk 1 1 130 (06
Rutherford 473 538 136
'stokes 23 8 33 I 39 1

51 4 594 156
Swain 88 (03 164
Transyhania 197 234 (88

Watauga 234 31 7 354
Wilkes 49 5 587 184
Yadkin 24 6 284 (56
Yancey 126 (49 183

°urn, I 070 are from the 1970 Censoc nooris for
1080 are nom the 1980 ensus of Population Arti

t ( are '1/1,1 Ili( 80 \ (5) tdb,ilited tn AR(
Staff drld &It)) 'ASterlIS

I

130
ARC has helped fun4housing renovation for low-income residents of Madison County.

BEST LIP 1 3:1

I

7.
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Ptoject Totals Approved in' Fiscal Year 1980

Program Category
ARC
Funds

Health $1,341,837
Child Development 1,674,396
Vocational Education and Other Education 1.266.311
Community Development 2,544.345,
Energy and Enterprise Development 472,899
Environment and Natural Resources 387,235
Other Programs and Special Demonstrations 100,000
Housing 1,050.000
Local Development District Planning and Administration 535,000
Research and Technical Assistance 250,717

Total $ 9.622.740

r2

-LA4k441A-s, A

f

1.
.""*.7 z P,..="Vrt

Other
Federal
Funds

$ 201,958

State and
Local Funds

$ 80004

Total
Eligible
Costs

$ 2.350.099
1.409.994 2.Cf22,876 5,107,266

31.706 1.374,314 2,672;331
3.984.716 5.607,653 12.136,714

0 391;956 864,855
0 278,809 666,044
0 369,520 469,520
0 0 1,050,000
0 178,341 713,341
0 16,165 266,882

$ 5.628.374 $11.045.938 $26.297,052

1:33
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Ohio
Population
tin thousands)

: BESLCOPY AVAILEIBLE

State Total
Total of Counties

in Appalachia

1970

10,657.1

'1,129.9

1980

10,797.4

1,262.6

(percentage
of Change

1970.80

1.3%

11.7%

Adams 19 0 24 3 28 3%
Athens 55 7 56 4 12
Belmont 809 826 20
Brown 266 31 9 198
Carroll 216 256 186
Clermont 95 4 128 5 34 7
Coshocton 33 5 36 0 7 6

Gallia 25 2 _10 I 19 3

Guemseti 37 7 42 0 I 1 6

Harnson 17 0 18 2 6 7
Highland 29 0 33 5 15 5
Hocking 20 3 24 3 19 6
Holmes 23 0 29 4 27 8
Jackson 27 2 30 6 12 6
Jefferson 96 2 91 6 -4 8
Lawrence 56 9 63 8 12 3
Meigs 198 236 194
Monroe 157 174 104
Morgan 12 4 14 2 15 I
Muskingum 77 8 '83 3 7 I
Noble 10 4 11 3 8 5
Pern, 274 310 131
Rke 19 1 22 8 19 3
Ross 61 2 65 0 6 2
Scioto 77 0 84 5 99
Tuscarawas 77 2 84 6 9 6
Vinton 9 4 11 6 23 0
Washington 57 2 64 3 124

,ro, r o f ; ale t,i,1T the I 470 Census fiejuies for
I -.14/1 Th." 984 (.n us of Population \1t on, 4

' k1h44,1P1n. ) 5;1 tabulate J by AR(_ staff and data
s.ster/Is

124 .

The outdoor drama
"Trumpet in the Land"
is one of New
Philadelphia's big
Bummer attractions.
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BEST COPY al1L.1.":

_Ohio's Feeder Livestock Market-
ing Program helps improve the
management and marketing prac-
tices of farmers in six counties.

Project Totals Approved in Fiscal Year 1980
ARC

Program Category Funds

Other
Federal State and
Funds Local Funds

Total
Eligible
Costs

Health $2,985,200 $ 32,474 $2,963,432 $ 5,981,106

Child Development 1,890,267 919,673 1,250,200 4.060,140

Vocational Education and Other Education 1,189,160 71,585 936,309 2,197,054

Community Development 1,418,270 1,330,500 2,616,296 5,365,066

Energy and Enterprise Development 484,730 0 16,868 501,598

Environment and Natural Resources 70,000 0 0 70,000

Housing 1,019,785 0 0 1,019,785

Local Development District Planning and Administration 234,000 0 100,780 334,780

Research and Technical Assistance 109,050 0 1,750 110,800

Total $ 9,400,462 $2;354,232 $ 7,885.635 $19.640,329

p
r.

k
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Pennsylvania
Population

Percentage
of Change

1970 1980 1970-80

State Total 11,800.8 11,866.7 0.6%

Total of Counties 5.930.5 5.995.1 1.1%

A. l't )) I t'115 1 1 450 1 -9 7c;
56 77 8 29

,, 1. ."( ,8 4 ?044 -19
15t ',1 -12 4 408 10 5
13. 1 ) ). '5 4 i ih ol 9
iir 1.... 0,? '-.1 86
f .'' 4 ' I - ; 7 - , 1 5 6

x.),8

i : .3t )8 ', 8 5 i 1 9

5')

( ,... , . )0 3 i i 2 8 16
( ..:' , i36 : 4 3 4

123,)

( +,-,. 7 - 1 , ) 8 5 h 1 2 0
3 i

1 ' 1

) .... : 8, 3

tri:+(,),

8
3 8 3 15

E r t h,i 2 7(-) 8 0 1

; 3,4 ''t. i '-)4 : ih(4 3 7

1-1,V.,. ...: '4 51 3(i
F ,,ir , 1 8 1 2 8 192

it) 404 I 1 8
Of ,,, o I qcl, r, i 0 I 4 ? i 8E1

Ir, i)dr d () ), '1,.) 3 16 1

4 i; -18 i 105jet,. r) ,,
:tut Ix.: 1h 7 I o ? 14 8

1 .3( ).1... r)hd ,) 34 5 .)2 i 9 28
i .1,M,, If P, 4 1(;72 ,

1 .1z..))))). 342 I) 54 3 1

i 0, .f,F ,4 I 1 3 3 1 184 4 5
, - . r 5! ) 50f) 2 5

..,..1,., .fr 1.)7,) 128 i 8
%1ittl:,1 5 ; 46 9 36

,15 4 h94 5? 8`1,,r1,,,.
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Northumberland 99 2 100 4 1 2

Pern, 28 6 35 7 24 8
Pike 1 1 8 18 3 54 6
1), met 164 17 7 8 1
5( hu 01%01 160 1 160 6 3

cYlVief 29 i 336 14 7
`-"ornerwt 16 0 81 2 6 8
LAJIINan 6 0 6 3 6 5
Lnl,quellartrld 34 3 37 9 10 3
i,,,qa 59 7 410 32
(Anion 286 329 149
\ienancio 62 4 64 4 34
Warren 4 7 7 47 4 5

Vva-,111miton 210 9 21 7 1 2 9
\,Vd\rne 20 6 35 2 19 1

llstrnorelarid 3769 392 3 4 1
Wyoming 1 9 1 264 38 5

t.411. I (i's

i( ,Ire fr,,,,, th. i'1}(1, ( ro.t plahit (q)
1%-r 'f( ,1() tfh111,1fe'd

drd

1 '3
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An ARC,-funded ate ess rciad (le/t_-foreground) was an important
factor in the- decision tojca ate the $72-million Abe% ritartufac
project in Quetnahoninq Township.

Project Totals Approved in Fiscal Year 1980

Program Category
ARC

Funds

Other
Federal
Funds

State and
Local Funds

Total
Eligible
Costs

Health $ 857,255 $ 83,557 $ 701,085 $ 1,641,897
Child Development 1,096,370 49,885 543,590 1,689,845

Vocational Education and Other Education 1,878,245 11,758 3.003,283 4,893,286

Community Development 7,553,473 19,828,315 22,193,056 49,574,844
Energy and Enterprise Development 1,831,750 350,000 828,249 3,009,999
Environment and Natural Resources 41,112,885 400,000 830,799 2,343,684

Other Programs and Special Demonstrations 607,679 293,618 906,049 1,807,346

Housing 800,000 0 0 800,000
Local Development District Planning and Administtation 704,937 0 202,691 907,628
Researgh and Technical Assistance 115,500 0 7,117 122,617

Total $ 16,558,094 $21,017,133 $29,215,919 $66,791,146

140
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South Carolina
Population
(in thousands)

1970 1980

Percentage
of Change

1970-80

State Total 2.590.7 3.119.2 20.4%

Total of Counties
in Appalachia 656.3 - 791.6 20.6%

Anderson 105 5 133 2 26 3%
Cherokee 36 7 41 0 11 8
(ireenille 240 8 A287 9 19
( k once 40 7 48 6 19
Pickens 590 793 34
Sixinanhuni 173 7 201 6 16 0

( ; , 14 ire fn anrhr I () (mhos tiquirs fig
481, Iro. 'ht 081 ild(1011 1J..vrr

( 1.11,1 4( 841A. 1 4044(41,444 b i\R(
,4,444 If1

01

C
rt

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Finding less expensive ways than institutionalization to
provide long-term care for the aged and ;ills the focus of a
state demonstration project.

t '4113
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The Tri-County Technical College in Pendleton offers vocational training in many fields where jobs
are locally available, such as welding (LEFT) and veterinary assistance (CENTER).

Project Totals Approved in Fiscal Year 1980

Program Category

Other
ARC Federal

Funds Funds
State and

Local Funds

Total
Eligible
Costs

Health $1,653.510 $1,376,888 $2.574.558 $ 5.604 956

Child Development 1,120,395 0 789,016 1,909,411

Vocational Education and Other Education 2,110,657 0 760,616 2,871,273

Community Development : 3,526.157 1,169.291 4,368,065 9,063,513

Energy and,,Enterprise Development 13,788 0 3,570 17.358

Local Develbpmeni District Planning and Administration 176.000 0 58.667 234,667

Research and Technical Assistance 94,977 0 10,000 104,977

Total $8,695,484 $2,546,179 $8,564,492 $19,806,15.

A.,
thil 4



Tennessee
Population
(in thousands)

1970 1980

Percentage
of C'ange

1970-80

State Total 3.926.0 4.590.8 16.9%

Total cf. Counties
in Appalachia 1.734.5 2.073.6 19.6%

Anderson 60 3 67 3 117%
Bledsoe 7 6 9 5 24 0
Blount 63 7 77 8 22 0
Bradley 50 7 67 5 33 3
Campbell 26 0 34 8 33 8
Cannon 8 5 10 2 20 9
Carter 43 3 50 2 16 1

Claiborne 19 4 24 6 26 6
Clay 6 6 7 7 15 9

Coke 25 3 28 8 13 9

Coffee 32 6 38 3 17 6
Cumberland 20 7 28 7 38 3
DoKtill 11 2 13 6 21 9
Fentress 12 6 14 8 17 7

Franklin 27 3 32 0 17 2

Grainger 13 9 16 8 20 1

Greene 47 6 54 4 14 2

Grund'. 106 138 297
Hamblen 38 7 49 3 27 4
Hamilton 255 1 287 7 12 8i
Hancock 6 7 6 9 2 5
Hawkins 338 438 296
Jac kson 81 94 154
Jefferson 24 9 31 3 25 4
Johnson 11 6 13 7 18 8
Knox 276 3 319 7 15 7
1 i iodon 24 3 286 17 7
',4( %%inn 35 5 41 9 18 1

Macon 12 3 157 275
Mahon 20 6 24 4 18 7

,Meigs 52 74 424
Monroe 235 287 223
Morgan 1 36 16 6 21 9
Overton 14 9 17 6 18.2

Pickett 3 8 4 4 15.5

Plat T" r'rnl .11 irn ga Da L"

in 401 rilitiLkiVil

Polk 117 136 166
Putnam 35 5 47 6 34 1

Rhea 17 2 24,2 40 9
Roane 311 9 48 4 245
Scott 148 193 305
Sequatchie 6 3 8 6 35 9
Sevier 28 2 41 4 46 7
Smith 12 5 14 9 19 4

Sullivan 127 3 144 0 13 I

Unicoi 153 164 73
Union 9 1 11 7 29 0
Van Buren 3 8 4 7 25 8
Warren 27 0 32 7 21 i

Washington 739 888 201
White 16 3 19 6 19 8

( omit% ttilUrt.S t,)I 7( ! cif l ht,f1 tqf I ()70 enStIS ticiure.fof
'480 are in)rn the. 198(1 ( emus of Population -Ndi a,i,

1-4.r1r),s.,, I plica)t 24i tabulated h., ARC stall
and data 5551(Ins 4
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The Ferro Manufacturing Company has located in an ARC-mosisil initestrial
Pikeville (LEFT). The Museum of Appalachia in Norris (ABOVE) reproducessices a tyinical Appala-
chian community of bygone days. .

irkg

21-4.5:4,T47.1-

-17f.aVi

Project Totals Apprbved in Fiscal Year 1980

Program Category

Health
Child Development
Vocational Educaton and Other Education
Community Development
Energy and Enterprise Development
Environment and Natural Resources .
Other Programs and Special Demonstrations
Housing
Local Development District Planning and AdministrationI--Research and Technical Assistance

Tote

Other
ARC Federal
Funds Funds

State and
Local Funds

$ 402,009 N5,000 $ 420,284
195.612 0,944 538,917
215.331 139,150 114.385

11.151.486 4.705,583 11.806.676

348.673 0 148.976

227.479 175,000 91.483
4.000 0

315,330 0
469,999 0 127.601

484,271 0 156.000

$13,814,190 $5,365,677 $13,404,322

'Total
Eligible
Cost

$ 847.293
1.055,473

468,866
27.663.745

497.649
493,962

4,000
315,330
597,600
640.271 d

$32,584,189'



Virginia
Population
(in thousands)

1970 1980

Percentage
of Change
1970-80

State Total 4.651.4 5345.3 14.9%

Total of Counties__ _

in Appalachia 470.3 549.9 16.9%

Allecjhany 12.5 14 3 150%
Bath 52 59 129
Bland 54 63 17 1
Botetourt 182 23 3 27 9
Buchanan 32 1 38 0 185
Carroll 23 I 27 3 18 I
Craig 35 39 120
DickenSon 16 I 198 23 2
Floyd 98 116 183
C.'es 16 7 178 64
Grayson 154 166 74
Highland 2.5 29 16 1
Lee 20 3 26 0 27 7
Pulaski 29 6 35 2 192

_Russell 24 5 31 8 29 5
Scott 24 4 25 1 28
Smyth . 31 3 33 4 64
Tazewell 39 8 .50 5 26 9
Washington 36 0 46 5 29 0
Wise 35 9 43 9 22 0
Wyche 22 1 25 5 153
Bristol ON 19 7 19 0 -3 I
Clifton Forge City 55 50 -8 3
Covington City 10 1 91 -9 9
Galax City 6 3 6 5 39
Norton City 42 48 140

.f e'S t. 1'17( ) ctr#, from ttif 1 ')7() Cr.nyis firlumstor
98., from thr lc-180 (.mu-, of Population \(1; am

VI(jInic) PW 8f )1, 481 fabutaP.c1 tn, ARC ,-.taff and
fat,

...IN, "

Ide

7111111,11
, !

A 1-

$.3

The Bullitt preparation plant, L
Stonega Division, Westmoreland
Coal Company, in Big Stone GaPi

, -

,-.. ;BEsi ':,:copy-,-.Ay Tti_,:,,,,,I,..,, :" -,._::
',YIP; *Oz.:W.- -`-. . ; 1
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Project Totals Approved in Fiscal Year 1980

Program Category

Vocational Education and Other Education
Community Development
Energy and Enterpnse Development
Environment and Natural Resources
Housing
Local Development District Planning and Administration
Research and Technical Assistance

Total

wf
1..

4'

,t .11
. r -

:a
Nt

27-

-2-

ARC
Funds

Other
Federal
Funds

State and
Local Funds

Total
Eligible
Costs

$ 114,077 $ 0 $ 48.528 $ 162,605
1,428,100 924,800 1,211,864 3,564,764

361,698 0 0 361,698

288,681 400,000 24,319 713,000

1,886,730 0, 150,000 2,036,730

469,116 0 218,986 688,102

160,935 0 0 160,935

$1,324,800 $1,653,697 $7,687,834
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West Virgipia
Population
(in thousands) -

1970 1980

Percentage
of Change
1970-80

State Total 1.744.2 1.949.6 11.8%

Total Of Counties
in Appalachia 1.744.2 1,949.6 11.8%

Barbour 14.0 16.6 18.6%
Berkeley 364 46.8 28.7
Boone Z5| ]04 21.2.
Braxton 12.7 13.9 97
Brooke 304 31 1 2.2
Cabell !050 106 8 - 1

Calhoun 70 82 17 1
Clay 03 11 3 20.7
Doddndge 64 7.4 16.3
Fayette 403 579 |73
Gilmer 78 8.3 7|
Grant 86 10.2 18.6
Greenbrier 32 I 37.7 17.4
Hampshire ||7 |49 27.0
Hancock 39 7 40.4 . |7
Hardy 80 1,0-0 13.3
Harrison 730 /77.7 6.4
Jackson Z00 25.8 23.4
Jefferson Z|3 30.3 424
Kanawha 229 5 Z3>4 .8

wis 17 8 18 8 54
Linc oln 18.9 Z37 25 2
Logan 453 50.7 9.5
McDowell 507 49.9 -1.5
Ma non 61 4 65.8 7.2
Marshall 376 41.6 10.7
Mason 24.3 27.0 11 3
Mercer 63.2 7}0 |70
Mineral 23.1 27.2 17,9
Mingo 32 8 37] |]0
Monongalba 63 7 75.0 17.8
Monroe 11 3 21:r, 14.2
Morgan 85 10 , 25.3
Nicholas 22 6 ftt 24.7

B EST '" "

Ohio 63.4 61 4 -3Z
Pendleton 7.0 7.9 12.5
Pleasants 73 8.2 13.2
Pocahontas 80 9.9 11.8
Preston 25.5 30.5 19.7
Putnam 27.6 38.2 38.2
Raleigh 70.1 86.8 23.9
Randolph 24 6 28.7 16 8
Ritchie 10 1 1E4 12.8
Roane 14 1 |00 13.0
Summers 13.2 15.9 20.1
Taylor B0 16.6 19.5
'Fucker 7.4 8.7 16.5
Tyloer 9.9 11 3 14.0
Upshur 19.1 23.4 22.7
Wayne 37.6 46.0 22.5
Webster 9.8 12.2 24.8
Wetzel 20.3 21.9 7.7
Wirt 4.2 4.9 18 5
Wood 86.8 93 6 7.9
Wyoming 30.1 36.0 19.6

County figures for 1970 are from the 1970 Census. figures for
1980 are from Ow 1980 Census of Population, Adi ,m«.
RI Ow\ West Virginia (PHC80 V 50) tabulated by ARC staff
and data systems
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PrOject Totals Approved in Fiscal Year 1900
ARC

Program Category Funds

Other
Federal State and
Funds LOcal Funds

Total
Eligible
Costs

Health. $ 619,181 $ 0 $ 273,110 $ 892,291

Child Development 1,016,929 202,677 372,089 1,591,695

Vocational Education and Other Education 636,750 0 1,305,844 1,942,594

Community Development 7,114,158 44,086,322 20,091,640 71,29?,120

Energy and Enterprise Development 875,000 0 .25,000 900,000

Environment and Natural Resources 1,372,420 360,000 360,140 2,092,560

Housing 500,000 0 0 500,000

Local Development District Planning and Administration 734,900 0 285,172 1,020,072

Research and Technical Assistance 44,321 0 4,510 48,831

Total $ / 2;913,659 $44,648,999 $ 22,717,,505 $80,280,163

" t
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Local Development
Districts
See the map opposite.

-Alabama

1A: Northwest Alabama CoLncil of Local
Governments

P.O. Box 2603
Muscle Shoals. Alabama 35660
205/ 383.3861

Counties: Colbert, Franklin, Lauderdale,
Manon. Winston

1B: North Central Alabama Regional Council
of Governments

PO Box C
Decatur. Alabama 35602
205 355.4515

Couples Cullman. Lawrence. Morgan

I C: Top of Alabama Regional
Council of Governments

350 Central Bank Bldg.
Huntsville. Alabama 35801
205 533 3330

Counties DeKalb, Jackson Limestone,
Madison. Marshall

1 13: West Alabama Planning
and Development Council

Tuscaloosa Municipal Airport
Terminal Building, 2nd Floor
North Port, Alabama 35476
205 345-5545

Counties Bibb. Fayette, Lamar. Pickens.
Titscaloosa (Greene. Hale)

4

1 E: Birmingham Regional Planning
Commission

2112 Eleventh Avenue. South
Birmingham, Alabama 35205
205/251.8139

Counties: Blount, Chilton. Jefferson,
St. Clair. Shelby, Walker

1F: East Alabama Regional Planning
and Development Commission

P.O. Box 2186
Anniston. Alabama 36201
205/237.6741

Counties: Calhoun. Chambers, Cherokee.
Clay, Cleburne, Coosa. Etowah,
Randolph, Talladega, Tallapoosa

1 H: Central Alabama Regional Planning
and Development Commission

808 S. Lawrence Street
Montgomery, Alabama 3610'4
205/262.7316

Counties: Elmore (Autauga, Montgomery)

Gecirgia

2A: Coosa Valley Area Planning
and Development Commission

3 Broad Street. P.O. Drawer H
Rome, Georgia 30161
404/295-485

Counties: Bartow, Catoosa, Chattooga,
Dade. Floyd. Gordon. Haralson, Paulding.
Polk, Walker

2B: Georgia Mountains Planning
and Development Commission

P.O. Box 1720
Gainesville, Georgia 30503
404/536.3431

NOte Parentheses indicate non Appalachia counties and independent cities included with the development districts

ti:P 160 .

73

Counties: Banks, Dawsoil. Forsyth,
Franklin; Habersham, Lumpkin,
Rabun, Stephens, Towns, Union, White
(Hart)

2C: ChattahoocheeFlint Area Planning
and Development,Commission

P.O. Box .1363
Grange. Georgia 30240
/882.2956

ounties: Carroll. Heard (Coweta,
Meriwether, Troup)

2D: Atlanta Regional Commission .
Suite 200
230 Peachtree Street, N.W.
Atlanta, Georgia 30303
404/656.7700

Counties: Douglas, Gwinnett (Clayton,
Cobb, DeKalb, Fulton, Rockdale)

/

2E: Northeast Georgia Area Planning
and Development Commission

305 esearch Drive
Athen Georgia 30601
404/54 3141

Counties: Barrow, Jackson, Madisbn
(Clarke, Elbert. Greene. Morgan,
Oconee, Oglethorpe. Walton)

2F: North Georgia Area Planning
and Development Commission

503 W. Waugh Street
Dalton, Georgia 30720
404/259.2300

Counties: Cherokee, Fannin, Gilmer,
Murray. Pickens, Whitfield
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Kentucky N\
Buffalo Trace Area Development

4 District, Inc.
723 West Second Street
Maysville, Kentucky 41056
606/564.6894

Counties: Fleming. Lewis (Bracken.
Mason, Robertson) -

3B: FIVCO Area Development District
Boyd County Courthouse
P.O. Box 636
Catlettsburg. Kentucky 41129
606/7395191

Counties: Boyd. Carter. Elliott, Greenup.
Lawrence

3k

3F: Lake Cumberland Area Development
District, Inc.

.P.O. Box 377
Jamestown, Kentucky 42629
502/343-3154,

Counties: Adair, Casey. Clinton,
Cumberland, Green, McCreary, Pulaski,
Russell, Wayne (Taylor)

: Cuinberland Valley.Area Development
District, Inc.

CVADD Bldg.
London, Kentucky 40741
606/864.7391

31:
3C: Bluegrass Area Development District. Inc.

3220 Nicholasville Road
. ,

Lexington. Kentucky 40503
606/272.6656

Counties: Clark,.Estill, Garrard, Lincoln,
Madison.. Powell (Anderson, Bourbon;
Boyle, Fayette, Franklin, Harrison,
Jessamine, Mercer. Nicholas, Scott, 3J:
Woodford) .

3D: Gateway Area Develop:bent District. Inc.
P.O. Box 107
Owingsville. Kentucky 40360
606/674.6355

Counties: Bath. Meniree. Montgomery,
Morgan, Rowan

3E: Big Sandy Area Development District. Inc.
Tourist information Center
Prestonsburg, Kentucky 41653
606/886-2374

Co, -lies: Floyd. Johnson, M-e-goffin,
Martin. Pike

Counties: Bell, Clay, Harlan, Jackson,
Knox. Laurel, Roekcastle, Whitley

Kentucky River, Area Development
District Inc.

P.O.' Box 986
Hazard, Kentdcky 41701
606/436.3158

Counties: Breathitt, Knott, Lee, Leslie,
Letcher, Owsley, Perry, Wolfe

Barren River Area Development
District, Inc.

P.O. Box 2120 .

'Bowling Green, Kentucky 42101
502/7.81-2381

Counties: Monroe (Allen, Barren, Butler,
Edmonson, Hart, Logan, Metcalfe,
-Simpson, Warren)

Note. Parentheses indicate nonptplachian counties and independent cities inc:uded with the development districts.

Maryland.

4A: TriCounty Council for Western
Maryland, Inc.

Room 228, County Office Building
3 Pershing Street.
Cumberland, Maryland 21502
301/777.2160

Counties: Allegany. Garrett, Waphington

ississippi
5A: Northeast Mississippi Planning and

Development District
P.O. Box 6D
Booneville, Mississippi 38829
60)/728-6248

Cdunties: Alcorn, Benton, Marshall,
Prentiss, Tippah, Tishomingo

5B: Three Rivers Planning and Development
District

99-Center 'Ridge Drive
Pontotoc, Mississippi 38863

N01/489-2415

. Counties: ChickaSaw, Itawamba, Lee,
Monroe, Pontotoc, Union (Calhoun,
Lafayette)

5C: Golden Triangle Planning and
Development District

P.O. Drawer DN
Misissippi State. Missippi 39762
601/325-3855

Counties: Choctaw, Clay, LowndeS,
Noxu bee, Oktibbeha, Webster, WiriSton

.5D: East Central Mississippi Planning and
Developoment District

410 Decatur Street
Newton, Mississippi 39345
601/683-2007
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7B Land of Sky Regional Council
PC Box 2175
Ashe', North Carolina 28802
704 254 8131

Counties Buncombe Henderson,
\Addison Trans\ !yank)

7C Isothermal Planning and Development
Commission

P O E3ox 841
Rutherfor (lion, North Carolina 28139
704 287 228 1

Counties McDowell Polk Ruthertordton
(Cleveland)

7D Region D Council of Governments
PO Box 1820
Boone. North Carolina 28607
704;264.5558

Counties. Alleghany. Ashe. Avery.
Mitchell. Watauga. Wilkes, Yancey

1",,r,,s tort, and rickl.,ef1(1111 ( da ti m hxtecl With the (I ' loptitent distrur?,-,

The S:cuben Count',, Neu York, industrial
del elopment agent', has purchased the short
Bath o-Wat, land railtt,co, line, with ARC as-
siston«,, beraue hwol shippers need its
tronspor lotion sere ire,

71 Western Piedmont Council of
Governments

30 Third Street N
Hickory. North Carolina 28601
704 322 9191

Counties Alexander. Burke Caldwell
(Catawba)

71 Northwest Piedmont Council of
Governments

280 South Liberty Street
Winston-Salem. North Clrolina 27101
919/722.9346

Counties Davie. Forsyth. Stokes. Surly,
Yadkin
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Ohio

8A: Ohio Valley Regional Development
Commission

Griffin Hall
740 Second Street
Portsmouth. Ohio 45662
614'354.7795

Counties: Adams, Brown. Clermont.
Gallia. Highland, Jackson, Lawrence, Pike.
Ross. Scioto. Vinton

8B: Buckeye HillsHocking Valley Regional
Development District, Inc.

216 Putnam Street
St Clair Bldg.. Suite 410
Marietta. Ohio 45750
614 374.9436

Counties: Athens Hocking. Meigs.
Monroe. Morgan Noble. Perry.
Washington

8C Ohio MidEastern Governments
Association

P 0 Box 130
Cambndge. Ohio 43725
614 439.4471

Counties: Belmont. Carroll. Coshocton.
Guernsey. Harrison. Holmes. Jefferson,
Muskingum. Tuscaray.as

Pennsylvania

9A Northwest Pennsylvania Regional Planning
and Development Commission

Biery Building, Suite 406
Franklin, Pennsylvania 16323
814/437.3024

Counties: Clarion, Crawford. Erie. Forest.
Lawrence, Mercer, Venango, Warren

9B: North Central Pennsylvania Regional
Planning and Development Commission

P.O. Box 377
Ridgway, Pennsylvania 15853 _

814/773.3162

Counties: Cameron. Clearfield, Elk,
Jefferson, McKean, Potter

9C: Northern Tier Regional Planning and
Development Commission

122 Center Street
Towanda, Pennsylvania 18848
717/265-9103

Counties: Bradford, Sullivan,
Susquehanna, Tioga, Wyoming

9D: Economic Development Council of
Northeastern Pennsylvania

P.O. Box 777
Avoca. Pennsylvania 18641
717/655-5581

Counties: Carbon, Lackawanna, Luzeme,
Monroe, Pike, Schuylkill. N.Vayne

9E: Southwestern Pennsylvania Economic
Development District

Park Building, Room 1411
355 Fifth Avenue
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15222
412/39 I -1240

Counties: Allegheny, Armstrong, Beaver,
Butler ayette, Greene, Indiana,
Washin on. Westmoreland

Nute r.i. ,..dii.ate nun Appalachian i-uunties and independent cites if iciuded with the deveiupment districts.

1 ("11

9F: Southern Alleghenies Planning and
Development Commission

1506. 11th Avenue, Suite 100
Altoona, Pennsylvania 16601
814/946-1641

Counties: Bedford, Blair, Cambria, Fulton,
Huntingdon, Somerset

9G: SEDACOG
R.D. No. 1
Lewisburg, Pennsylvania 17837
717/524.4491

Counties: Centre, Clinton, Columbia,
Juniata. Lycoming, Mifflin, Montour,
Northumberland, Snyder, Union (Perry)*

South Carolina

10A: South Carolina Appalachian Council
of Governments

Piedmont East, Suite 500
Drawer 6668, 37 Villa Road
Greenville, South Carolina 29606
803/242.9733

Counties: Anderson, Cherokee, Greenville,
Oconee. Pickens, Spartanburg

Tennessee

1 IA: Upper Cumberland Development District
Burgess Falls Road
Cookeville, Tennessee 38501
615/432.4111

Counties:.Cannon, Clay, Cumberland,
DeKalb, Fentress, Jackson, Macon,
Overton, Pickett, Putnam, Smith, Van
Buren, Warren, White

'Geographically in SEDA-COG. adrriinistratively in Capitol
Regional Planninlairi Nveropment Agency in Harrisburg.



11B. East Tennessee Development District
P 0 Box 19806
Knoxville, Tennessee 37919
615 584-8553

Counties:,Anderson, Blount. Campbell.
Claiborne, Cocke. Grainger, Hamblen.
Jefferson Knox, Loudon. Monroe,
Morgan. Roane. Scott. Sevier, Union

I C First Ter ,essee Virginia Development
Dim

207 N Boone Street
Johnson City Tennessee 37601
615 928 0224

)unties Carter. Greene. Hancock.
Ha,Akins Johnson. Sulkan. Unicoi.

r,h,noton Vi,ashington County Virginia

Central Tennessee
tit.e1.-,prnent Dtstrict

Hltiv.a
,urnb'd lennes-,et 38401

r'15 3g i 2n-1r,
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Virginia

12A: LENOWISCO Planning District
Commission

U.S. #58.421W
Duffield, Virginia 24244
703/431.2206

Counties: Lee, Scott, Wise, City of Norton

12B: Cumberland Plateau Planning District
P.O. Box 548
Lebanon, Virginia 24266
703/889-1778

Counties: Buchanan, Dickenson, Russell.
Tazewell

12C: Mount Rogers Planning District
Commission

1021 Terrace Drive
Markin, Virginia 24354
703/783.5103

Counties: Bland. Carroll. Grayson. Smyth,
Washington. Wythe. Cities of Bristol and
Galax

12D: New River Valley Planning District
Commission

P O. Box 3726
Radford. Virginia 24141
703/639-9313

Counties: Floyd. Goes. Pulaski
(Montgomery and City of Radford)

12E: Fifth Planning District Commission
P.O Drawer 2569
Roanoke. Virginia 24010
703/343.44 i7

Counties: Alleghany. Botetourt, Craig and
Cities of Clifton Forge and Covington
(Roanoke County and Cities of Roanoke
and Salem)
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12F. Central SI-h.-mamba 11 Planning District
Commission

P,O. Box 1337
Staunton, Virginia 24401
703!885.5174 6,

Counties: Bath. Highland (Augusta,
Rockbridge. Rockingham and Cities of
Buena Vista, Harrisonburg, Lexington.
Staunton and Waynesboro)

West Virginia,

13A- Region I Planning and Development
Council

P O. Box 1442
Princeton, West Virginia 24740
304;4259508

Counties: McDowell. Mercer. Monroe.
Raleigh, Summers. Wyoming

13B: Region 2 Planning and Development
Council

1221 6th Avenue
Huntington. West Virginia 25701
3044529.3357

Counties: Cabell, Lincoln, Logan, Mason,
Mingo. Wayne. Boyd County, Kentucky.
and Lawrence County, Onio

13C: BCKP Regional Intergovernmental
CouncilRegion 3

1426 Kanawha Boulevard, East
Charleston. West Virginia 25301
304/344.2541

Counties: Bo one, Clay, Kanawha, Putnam

13D: Region 4 Planning and Development
Council (Gauley)

500B Main Street
Summersville, West Virginia 26651
304/872.4970

Counties. Fayette, Greenbrier, Nichblas,
Pocahontas, Webster

13E: MidOhio Valley Regional. Council
Region 5

P.O. Box 247
Parkersburg, West Virginia 26101
304/485.3801

Counties: Calhoun, Jackson, Pleasants.
, Ritchie, Roane, Tyler. Wirt. Wood

13F: Region 6 Planning and Development
Council

"16 I Deveny Building
Fairmont, West Virginia 26554
304/366.5693

Counties: Doddridge, Harrison. Marion,
Monongalia, Preston, Taylor .

13G: Region 7 Planning and Development
Council

Upshur County Court House
Buckhannon, West Virginia 26201
304/472.6564

Counties: Barbour, Braxton. Gilmer,
Lewis, Randolph, Tucker, Upshur

13H: Region 8 Planning and Development
Council

P.O. Box 887
Petersburg, West Virginia 26847
304/257.1221

Counties: Grant, Hampshire, Hardy,
Mineral, Pendleton

131: Eastern Panhandle Regional Planning
and Development Council--Region 9

121 W. King Street
Martinsburg, West Virginia 25401
304/263.1743

Counties: Berkeley, Jefferson, Morgan

NotelParentheses indicate nonAppalachian counties and independent cities included with the development districts.

r.
1`13

13.1 Bel-O-Mar Regional Council and Planning
CommissionRegion.10

P.O. Box 2086
Wheeling, West Virginia 26003
304/242.1800

Counties: Marshall, Ohio, Wetzel;
Belmont County, Ohio

Brooke Hancock Jefferson Metropolitan
Planning CommissionRegion

814 Adams Street
Steubenville, Ohio 43952
614/282.3685

Counties: Brooke, Hancock; Jefferson
County, Ohio

13K:
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